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THERE is a close connection between the genesis of the city

of New York and the rise of Holland's colonial power in the

Malay Archipelago. Batavia, the capital of the Dutch East In-

dies, and the American metropolis on Manhattan owe their origin

to the same commercial enterprise. If the Amsterdam merchants,

in the early seventeenth century, had not set their minds on dis-

covering a new route to Java, beyond the control of the Spanish fleet,

the first settlers on Manhattan would probably not have come from
Holland, and the early records of New York would give a different

story to read. It was the Dutch East India Company that sent

Hudson to sea on the Half Moon, the east of Asia, not of America,

being his goal, and the two cities that sprang up on the island which

he sought and on the island which he reached, are sister cities by
their common parentage.

Batavia is the older of the two. It was founded in 1619, two years

before the Dutch West India Company came into being in whose
name Peter Minuit bought Manhattan from the Indians. Java was

less easily obtained, at the price of many lives which were lost in

warfare with the natives or succumbed to diseases contracted in the

tropical climate when Europeans had not yet learned how to live

there with impunity. But the costlier gain has proved a more perma-

nent one to the Hollanders. Few traces are left in present-day New
York of its Dutch past, whereas Batavia is still a characteristically

Dutch city and the centre of Dutch rule in the East Indies. The size

of Java is equal to that of the State of New York, which is four times

as large as the area covered by the Dutch mother country, and the

island is inhabited, according to the latest census, by nearly thirty-

five million people, five times as many as Holland has herself. But

Java is only the chief pearl in a diadem of many jewels. To the

northwest of it, like a bridge thrown across the ocean to the mainland
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of Asia, lies Sumatra, with its adjacent islands covering an area about

as large as the State of California; north of Java lies Borneo, the

Dutch and larger part of which is about twice the size of Colorado;

east of Borneo lies Celebes with a multitude of lesser islands along-

side of it and east again of these Dutch New Guinea. The total land

area possessed by the Hollanders in the Malay Archipelago is about

one fourth of the continental area of the United States.

These distant lands may be reached from New York by various

routes. The present writer chose to go there by freightship. A com-
bination of four Dutch shipping companies runs a fortnightly service

between New York and Batavia with steamers that offer accommo-
dation to a limited number of passengers. The ship I traveled on was
the "Celebes" of the "iVeiferZaTirf" Royal Mail Line, a Dutch steam-

ship company which maintains a regular passenger service between
Amsterdam and Batavia and, in addition, owns a merchant fleet

whose forty-two ships carry freight to all parts of the globe. The
"Celebes" had brought products of the East Indies to Philadelphia

and New York and carried on her return voyage a cargo of American
manufactures destined for various parts of the Malay Archipelago.

Chief among these were nearly a hundred automobiles of various

American makes, which render life for the Hollanders in Java and
Sumatra a great deal more enjoyable than it was for their parents and
ancestors, who found it practically impossible to escape occasionally

from their isolation. We also carried, strange to say, a few hundred
tons of closely packed waste paper, American dailies discarded by
the millions of readers who consume the morning's intelligence who-
lesale in cryptic headlines and leave the rest of printed pulp undi-
gested on breakfast tables, in waste-paper baskets, on office desks,

and in hotel lobbies. But this seemingly wasteful output of daily

literature is not wasted after all, it appears. Many a time, when a
month's harvest reaped by the janitor from the four dumb-waiters
in our apartment house was being loaded on to a truck and driven
away, I wondered whither the driver was going to take his load. I

know now. These truckloads may have various destinations, but an
important one is the Dutch East Indies, where they are valued not
for the sake of the literature, but for the paper. The pages of the New
York Times, the Boston Transcript, the Philadelphia Ledger, e.a.,

long after they have done ephemeral service in their native cities.
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are turned to good use as wrapping paper in the native stores of
those distant islands. At Macassar, in South Celebes, I bought some
cheap fabric from a Chinese store-keeper who handed me my pur-
chase neatly wrapped up in a funny sheet of the New York Ame-
rican, I was told over there that the native packers of tea, and sago,

and mace, and cloves, and what other products the islands yield for

export, line their cases with the printed humor and wisdom of the

American journalist, who may get them back, a year or so later, in

the chest of Java tea which he receives from a grateful reader for a

Christmas present. Mr. Jiggs and his Maggie, Mutt and Jeff, Cicero

Sapp and the rest of the funny crew are greater globe-trotters than

they themselves suspect. Who would say, after meeting these cha-

racters in the Far East, that the American press is not sufficiently

orientated?

The "Celebes", the captain told me, is sometimes turned into a

pilgrim ship, when she is used for the transport of hadjis from the

Indies to the harbor of Jiddah in the Red Sea. Hadjis are pilgrims to

the shrines of Islam, among which the tomb of the Prophet is, of

course, the holy of holies. But the hadji who undertakes the journey

for the first time is not at once admitted to the innermost sanctuary.

It is only reached by steps, after repeated visits to Mecca. Thou-
sands of natives from the Dutch East Indies leave their homes every

year to perform this religious devotion, and if they do not die of the

hardships to which they are exposed on the journey in the scorching

sun from Jiddah to the holy places, they return to their villages

wearing the white headgear which is the token of their accomplished

pilgrimage. These hadjis are often breeders of unrest in the districts

to which they belong. Manual labor has become an exertion which

they reckon beneath their dignity. They loaf about, spreading sedi-

tious talk and discontent among the populace, and thereby causing

trouble to the civil authorities. For in Mecca they come under the

influence of the anti-European spirit, which is gaining strength

throughout the Islamic world. The rule of the infidel over the Mo-
hammedan faithful in Africa and Asia is naturally resented most in

the religious centre of Islam, and the home-going hadji returns im-

bued with that spirit. Prohibition of the pilgrimage to Mecca, apart

from its being contrary to the Netherland government's policy of

allowing unrestricted freedom of worship, would not stamp out this
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agitation. For the zealot among the natives would always find means

to reach Mecca by some way or other and, if successful in spite of

governmental obstacles, would return a hero the more influential for

the admiration his perseverance would have gained him from his

people. So the government at Batavia has chosen the wiser policy

of facilitating the voyage to the holy places of Islam, on the theory

that the hadji, as soon as he ceases to be an exception, will lose in

prestige and influence; for increasing competition among the retur-

ned pilgrims for the respect that is due to their venerability is bound
to decrease the measure of respect that each can command. Hence
the ships of the "Nederland" Royal Mail Line are at times em-
ployed in shipping these pilgrims to the port of Jiddah, from where
they travel by caravan to the holy shrines. Some years before the

war, plans were on foot to build a railroad for their quicker con-

veyance by land, but these were frustrated by the opposition of the

Bedouine tribe which has the monopoly of the pilgrims' transpor-

tation. The "interests" are blocking the proper development of tran-

sit facilities in the Arabian desert as they did in Mayor Hylan's days

in the subterranean desert of New York. These trade monopolists

are also consummate masters in the gentle art of graft. The pilot

who ushers the hadji ships into the harbor of Jiddah is forced to

pay an annual tribute to the chieftains of the Bedouins for the pri-

vilege of earning his bread by his profession. If he should refuse to

comply with their exaction, he would soon find that they possess the

means to put him out of business. And the hadjis who may not travel

by rail because the Bedouin capitalists have invested their money
in camels that must yield the annual dividend, are in this, and in

various other ways, laid under tribute by the "interests" in control

of the transit situation.

It is only by covering ground that one discovers the meaning of
distance. And to the traveler by sea, who covers thousands of miles
of water, that meaning is brought home even more forcibly. For he
has not the advantage of a constantly changing scenery which serves
as a distraction and as a pleasant reminder that he is getting on. The
sea, whatever the poets may say, looks pretty much the same in all

climes. The azure of the Mediterranean is only a reflection of the
sky, and when that is overcast she looks as grey as the grey Atlantic,
and the Red Sea, like certain radicals in politics, is not so red as fame
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would have it. Nor is there anything in the Arabian Sea and the In-

dian Ocean by which the traveler is made aware of the nearness of

the mysterious Orient. The west monsoon, which blows from July

till October, chases the ship from Cape Guardafui, the North-East

corner of Africa, across a stormy waste of water, but it is not laden

with the fragrance of Madagascar spices to make you scent your

whereabouts. Even the telling stars do not tell very much to the

layman. He will easily recognize the Southern Cross which stands

like a flying kite above the horizon, but each successive night it

seems to stand in that same place as if the ship had made no progress.

The greater, therefore, is the joy of reaching one's goal after all, and

the stronger one's first impression of tropical scenery for having

approached it without the preparation of intermediate stages between

West and East. When after such a voyage, shy of all land, the tra-

veler beholds the densely wooded slopes of Poeloe Weh (pronounce

Pooloo Way), he marvels at the wealth of that tropical vegetation, and

after the ship has cast anchor in the natural harbor of Sabang, he

suddenly finds himself in a world so strangely different from his own
that he wonders how the sea outside the bay can look exactly like the

Atlantic, on a summer day, off Sandy Hook.



Sumatra

THE harbor of Sabang is the gateway through which one enters

the Malay Archipelago. It is a gateway worthy the splendor

to which it gives admission. A bay that cuts deep into the is-

land of Poeloe Weh offers shelter to the travel-worn ship between

a ring of richly wooded mountain slopes, where the waving crown

of the coco-nut tree rises above the mass of darker green on the

slender column of its stem. Sabang is a free port, so that the tra-

veler's first impression of the unknown land is not marred by a

custom-house officer's importunities. He will find comfortable quar-

ters in the Sabang Hotel on the top of the hill above the bay, from
where he can look back upon the restless scene of his late wanderings

with a feeling of safety and peace. To right and left of the hotel are

the houses of the Dutch residents of Sabang, and down below, at

the foot of the hill, lies the village, where the Europeans have their

offices and where the Chinese seem to have monopolized all the tra-

des. You see them at work in their shops that are wide open to the

street, tailors, shoemakers, drapers, caterers, dealers in hardware,

money lenders; you see them running along the road with their por-

table kitchens dangling from a bamboo cane that they skilfully ba-

lance on their shoulders; you pass a Chinese temple and a Chinese
school, which bear witness to the prosperity and the numbers of

these immigrants from the Celestial Empire. Still, the biggest trades-

man of Sabang is not a Chinaman but a Greek, corpulent Mr.
Alberti, who runs a primitive department store where you can satisfy

all your wants and who enjoys the twofold distinction of being the
oldest and the richest resident of Sabang. He settled there when
the bay was not yet accessible to large ocean steamers, and only
in use as a coaling station for the Dutch navy and as a base of sup-
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plies for the Netherlands forces that were operating in Atjeh, North
Sumatra, then at war with the Netherlands government. Mr. Alberti

was in those days the sole purveyor of tobacco and liquor and other

commodities for which there was a demand among the Dutch sailors

and tommies. But after private enterprise, the Sabang Bay Harbor
AND Coal Company, had turned Sabang into a coaling station for

international shipping, and the island had become a port of call for

the passenger ships of all nations that navigate in the Indian Seas,

the Greek peddlar saw his fortunes rise with the growing importance

of Sabang. His business is now so well established that it is as much
a part of the harbor equipment as are the iron wharves and quays,

the seventeen double sheds with storage space for 50.000 tons of coal,

the go-downs covering 70.000 square feet for the storage of goods,

the two floating docks, and the work and repair shops. Alberti's is

known all over the Dutch Indies, for the thousands of passengers

that paid a visit to his store while their steamer was bunkering have

carried the name to the remotest spots of that vast island realm.

In the year 1909, the Sabang Bay Harbor and Coal Company
sold to the Netherlands Indies Government all the harbor works at

cost price and undertook, at the same time, to operate the port under

a forty-nine years' lease paying to the Government a dividend on its

investment in addition to the rental. The Government pays for all

improvements, although the Company retains the right to execute

them without the knowledge or approval of the Government. The
Governor General at Batavia has the right of veto if he uses it within

three months from the date on which he receives the bill from the

Company's manager. But his veto cannot prevent the expenditure, it

only releases the Government, for the time being, from the necessity

to pay the piper. The matter is then submitted to arbitration, the

judges to be appointed by the two parties themselves. But there

seems to be little fear of it ever coming to this. For the Company has

no inducement to carry out an unjustifiable building programme,

which would raise the rental that is due to the Government without

a commensurate increase in the annual proceeds. The number of

ships that bunkered at Sabang in 1900 was 275, from which year on

it steadily rose to 1175 in 1912. The world war caused a conside-

rable drop, which reached its lowest point in 1918, but from then on

the shipping movement in Sabang harbor began to revive with the
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gradual return to normalcy of navigation and commerce. Shortly

after the " Celebes" had dropped anchor in the bay, two big passenger

ships came in to bunker, the "Koningin der Nederlanden", on her

way to Batavia, and the "Rembrandt" bound for Amsterdam. The

village street swarmed with passengers from both steamers, new-

comers from Holland visibly spellbound by the novel scene, and

tired-looking colonials who were taking a last look at a spectacle too

familiar to charm them. Thus week after week the two currents of

moving humanity meet and part again at Sabang, in and out through

the gateway, these on their way to work, those on their return voyage

to retirement and rest or to a year's respite from their labors.

The connection between Poeloe Weh and the opposite shore of

North Sumatra is kept up by a small steam launch, which leaves

Sabang at eight o'clock in the morning. The crossing takes from

three to four hours. Oleh Leh is the name of the port on the other

side. That was, at any rate, the name by which I had known it from

my early schooldays in Holland. But the official spellings of place

names in the Indies have since been changed into sound puzzles

which, if they do justice to the native pronunciation, will scare any
linguist from trying to learn the language. I wonder what the school-

masters in Holland will make of Oelee-Lheue, which is the latest

improvement on the simple Oleh Leh of my linguistically unen-
lightened schooldays. The traveler need not trouble to solve the

sound puzzle, for he only passes through Oelee-Lheue on his way to

Koeta Radja, the capital of Atjeh, where he finds accommodation in

the Atjeh Hotel. A trolley car will take him there in less than a quar-

ter of an hour. One's first visit, on arriving, is naturally to the Kamar
mandi, which is the Malay term for bathroom. On the door of the

Kamar mandi at the Atjeh Hotel I found the following notice for

the benefit of would-be bathers: "Guests are warned that pieces of

broken glass are lying on the bottom of the tub". Another puzzle for

the inquisitive traveler to solve! Some responsive soul had written

underneath: "Kindliness, to be sure, is all one needs!" The purport

of this strange inscription will appear when it has been explained

how people bathe in the Indies. The "tub" is not a bathtub shaped
to accommodate the human body. It is a deep tank or cistern which
the bather must not step into but scoop from. He finds a dipper on
its wide stone edge or hanging on the wall, and from this he throws

8
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the water over himself, ten times, or twenty times, as often as he

likes to shiver and as long as his arm holds out. The floor is built on
a slant, so that the splashing water runs to the lower level of the

bathroom, where a gutter carries it off through a hole in the wall.

The totok, the inexperienced newcomer from Europe, might be
ignorant of this manner of ablution and, by stepping into the tank,

spoil the water for the next bather. At the Sabang Hotel the novice

was taught his lesson in politer terms: there the tank was covered

by a wooden lattice work in which an opening was left just large

enough for the dipper to pass through, but too small for even the

lankiest of bathers. The manager of the Atjeh Hotel had hit upon
a device that was apt to mystify rather than instruct his totok guests.

I never had -a chance to speak to him, for the man was invisible

and let his native servants run the establishment for him. All the

Atjehnese I knew was the one name of Oelee Lheue which I did

not know how to pronounce. But traveling through the Dutch East

Indies would be iinpossible if one had to master the numerous lan-

guages that are spoken by the various tribes. There is one native

speech that is understood all over the archipelago, at least by those

natives who are in regular contact with Europeans. That speech is a

greatly simplified form of Malay, a speech so simple that the long

sea voyage allows one ample time to master so much of it as one

needs to give one's orders intelligibly. It has neither inflections nor

conjugations, so that the study of it is only a matter of memorizing

words. The principal rule of its syntax is that the qualifying word
does not precede but follows the word that it qualifies. Mata means

"eye", hari means "day", and mata hari means "the day's eye",

which is the native's poetic name for "sun", sapi means "ox", and

mata sapi is, therefore, an "ox's eye", figuratively used for "a fried

egg". By the time the traveler sets foot on shore at Sabang, he may
have started so many breakfasts on board with the order Kasi mata

sapi, "bring me a fried egg", that he will hardly be conscious of his

using words from a foreign tongue. Malay is a melodious language,

and its sounds impress themselves easily upon one's memory.

Koeta Radja, which means the Rajah's Fortress, was formerly the

residence of the Sultan of Atjeh. This potentate was a war lord over

many vassals whose tenures were scattered over an area nearly twice
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as large as the territory of Holland. In 1824 the Netherlands Govern-

ment concluded with Great Britain the London Treaty under which

Holland waived all its former claims to the Malaccan Peninsula and

England withdrew from the island of Sumatra, on condition, how-

ever, that the Dutch Government should be responsible for the safety

of navigation along the Atjeh coasts and should respect the indepen-

dence- of Atjeh. The Netherland Government, however, soon dis-

covered that it was impossible to police the sea and maintain a hands-

off policy towards the sultanate, whose ruler derived no inconside-

rable part of his revenue from the piratical expeditions of his sub-

jects. In the year 1831 an American ship was looted by Atjehnese,

and the Dutch Government, its hands tied by the London Treaty,

left it for the United States to send a punitive expedition to the

region where the outrage had occurred. In 1871 Holland was released

by Great Britain from the irksome obligation to respect Atjeh's inte-

grity. The Sultan, scenting trouble, tried to play a double game,

negotiating with the Government at Batavia about a modus vivendi

while secretly applying for help and protection to France, Italy, and
the United States. An ultimatum was handed to him demanding an

explanation of this double-dealing and recognition of Netherlands

suzerainty. When both were refused, war was declared on March
26, 1873. It lasted for nearly forty years. In 1910 the last spasms of

resistance ceased and a new era began of peaceful penetration. The
Atjeh tramway, originally built by the militaries as a strategic arm
against the enemy, now aids in promoting the country's economic

development, and Koeta Radja, once the headquarters of the mili-

tary staff, is now the seat of the civil government. It is a modern
town where nothing of importance is left to remind one of the former

sultans, except a mysterious structure of white plastered stone which
the natives call Goenongan, the Mountain. Its ground plan is octago-

nal, and its three storeys are each surmounted along the edges by
phantastic pinnacles of various leaflike shapes. The purpose of this

monument is still a mystery to the archaeologists. A legend has it

that Sultan Iskandar Mooda, early in the seventeenth century, had
it built for his consort who was homesick for the mountain region

whence she came. Goenongan with its many pinnacles had to create

an illusion of that scenery of peaks and summits through longing for

which she pined away.

ID
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The chief sight of interest at Koeta Radja is a beautiful specimen

of an Atjehnese house which has been turned into a museum. It is

well worth a visit, for not only does it give one an idea of how these

people live, but also of their marvelous skill in various arts and
handicrafts, of which the collection on view contains precious exam-
ples. The common type of Atjeh house is built on four rows of piles.

A wooden staircase leads to the entrance, a trapdoor which is shoved

away underneath the floor. This admits to the front porch, where

the Atjehnese receives visitors whom he does not know intimately.

The rest of the house is not accessible to strangers. One enters it

through a door in the inner wall of the front porch, which admits to

a passage that leads to the back porch, the proper haunt of the wo-
men of the house. Through a door in the inner wall of this compart-

ment one reaches the inner sanctuary of the home, the bedroom of

husband and wife. It is built in on three sides by the front and back

porches and by the passage that connects these two, its fourth wall

being an outside one. The sanctity of marriage

and of home life is well symbolized by this

arrangement. And the Atjehnese sees to it that

this symbol is not made an empty token by
his helpmate. Her submissiveness is illustra-

ted by the Atjeh proverb, "A woman's heaven

is under the soles of her husband's feet".

Back Porch

Inner Room

Front Porch

One has to rise early to catch the through train from Koeta Radja

to Lho Seumawe on the east coast, a distance of 305 miles. The first

35 miles run through a plain of irrigated rice fields and coconut plan-

tations. At Seulimeum the line climbs the slopes of a ragged moun-

tain region through which it winds its tortuous way for about twenty

miles. At Padang Tidji it redescends into the lowlands north of the

mountain range that runs through the entire length of the island.

This is a fertile plain whose chief products are rice, pepper, coconut

and areca. The coconut palm, according to a current saying, serves as

many purposes as there are days in the year. Its tough, elastic root

makes a good nose leash for the buffalo, and when charred, it is used

by the native to rub into an itching skin. The palm trunk yields good

timber, the leaves are utilized for various kinds of basket work, their

stalks supply fuel for the hearth, the fibre of the hairy nut is turned

into twine, and the hard shell provides material for a large variety of

II
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domestic utensils. The whi*e pulp of the fruit is eaten in several ways,

its milk is an important ingredient of all kinds of dainties, and both

from the pulp and the milk coconut oil is won by primitive processes.

And as an export article the dried kernel of the nut has become an

important source of income to the native since it began to be used,

at the beginning of this century, for the manuf cture of margarine.

Where the winning of copra is a native industry, the people visibly

prosper. In 1914 the export of copra from Atjeh amounted to

2.656.495 kilogrammes, in 1921 that figure had run up to 4.538.192,

representing a market value of $ 344.902,60. The copra is dried in

the sun or, where too much rainfall makes this impossible, it is

slowly roasted above a smouldering fire. But this latter process turns

it black, and depreciates the product. The buyers employ a simple

method of appraising the copra that is brought down to the ports

along the coast: they walk over the bags. If the copra crunches, they

pay the full price, but for the soft copra they offer less.

Llo Seumawe has the lion's share of this copra export from Atjeh.

Its bay offers a safe anchorage during eleven months of the year,

and is so deep that the largest ocean steamers can approach to within

three hundred feet from the quay. The train is due here about sun-

set, and the passengers who are bound for stations farther east must

spend the night at Hotel Nass. I found very good and cheap accom-

modation in this hostelry, and after the luxuries of bath and supper,

a short stroll took me to the beach, where the sea broke in ripples

on the sand. A mountain range of thunder clouds rose from the dark

horizon, and every now and then a purple lightning beyond that

threatening mass brought their phantastic outlines into relief against

a background of fire. From the town behind me came the monotonous

drone of some native music, drowned at times in an outburst of

laughter and shrieking from the movie theater, when the native

audience had to give vent to their enjoyment of the show. The moun-
tain scenery across the water, imposing beyond the power of words

to describe it, could not compete with the screenery from Hollywood.

From Lho Seumawe to Medan is another day's journey by rail.

Medan is the home of the famous Sumatra tobacco, which is the best

wrapper in the market. It was in 1863 that the first Dutch planter

harvested tobacco in this region, then a wilderness of unhealthy
swamps. Now Deli is the most flourishing district of entire Sumatra,

12
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and Medan, its capital, is a thriving and busy city of more than

45.300 inhabitants. Modern hotels, beautiful homes in spacious gar-

den grounds, smooth automobile roads, good stores, and tidy, well-

policed streets give the place a general aspect of prosperity and
wealth. On week ends Medan is at its best and brightest. Then the

employees of the various estates up-country motor into town to par-

take of its pleasures. For they are often lonesome on their distant

plantations, and by escaping, once in a while, from their solitude to

the dance floor of Hotel De Boer or the Medan Hotel they keep free

from depression and fit for their work. They belong to many na-

tionalities. I met Americans and English, Germans, Scandinavians,

Russians, and Swiss. This cosmopolitanism has been characteristic

of Medan since the first successes with Deli tobacco made that region

attractive to European enterprise. The names of some of the estates

that I passed on my motor drives through the country testified to

the share that international ventures had in the early development

of Deli: Maryland, Two Rivers, Gallia, Polonia, Hessa, Helvetia.

Not all of them flourished. Of the 125 tobacco companies that were

started in Deli during the past sixty years, only fourteen survive,

which together hold concessions for 716.300 acres of land. Not all

of this is under cultivation all the time, for only once in eight years

is a crop harvested from the same soil. Seven eighths of that area,

therefore, is fallow land, on which the natives may grow their rice and

where, along the borders, teak is planted, which within seven years

yields good timber, a much needed article in these disforested parts-

One cannot go to Medan and fail to visit a tobacco estate. The
manager will be glad to show you round, for he is proud of that

little world over which he reigns. He lives there in great style, like

an English lord on his manor, his mansion and park the centre of a

busy community. He has command over some 1400 coolies, Chinese

and immigrants from Java, whose work is supervised by foremen of

their own race, these being responsible again to the manager's Euro-

pean assistants. Excellent care is taken of their physical well-being:

they are housed in sanitary quarters, they are under constant medical

observation, and the sick receive gratuitous treatment in modern

hospitals equipped with the latest inventions and improvements.

There are eleven of such hospitals in the tobacco area, with fifteen

physicians in attendance.
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It needs the patience of an Oriental laborer to give to the tobacco

plant the individual care that it needs if the crop shall yield a per-

fect harvest. The manager told me that each single leaf, from its

first unfolding till it is ready for export, is touched by human hands

about four hundred times. After the tobacco has been plucked, dried,

and fermented, the most delicate work, the sorting of the leaves,

begins. Each leaf is carefully handled and first examined as to color.

Then they are sorted as to size and bundled, each bundle containing

forty leaves, which must all be of equal length. This work used to

be done by Chinese, but since China began to raise obstacles to

the export of contract labor, the tobacco planters have begun to

train Javanese as sorters. But these never achieve the efficiency and

skill of the Chinese workers.

Deli tobacco is a fancy article for which fabulous prices are paid.

In 1924, the crop yielded I 36.000.000. The average price per pound

is one dollar, which is about eight times as much as is paid for Java

tobacco. The capital invested in Sumatra tobacco amounts to

$ 56.000.000, which yielded in 1924 a profit of $ 11.200.000.

Rubber is another important product of Sumatra's East Coast. A
rubber plantation is an emblem of what human society would look

like if it could be regulated and disciplined as are these armies of

spick and span hevea trees. They stand in irreproachably straight

files and yield their milk at regular intervals with a promptness that

puts human taxpayers to shame. A rubber park is a triumph of ex-

pert drilling, but how deadly dull and uninspiring is its general as-

pect. Each individual tree is an irreproachable specimen of plantkind,

but the sum of these model growths is a paradise so entirely devoid

of romance and the thrill of the unexpected that no transgression

would have to precede man's expulsion, for he would flee the place

before he had time to transgress. Each tree, like an army recruit, is

numbered and its pedigree recorded. Those which, after repeated

tappings, fall short of the average production are uprooted and
discarded. Trees with a latex production above the average are

marked with a large red band and their seeds are gathered for the

selective improvement of the crop. Each tree is tapped for a month
and given a month's rest alternately. The tapping is done by coolies

from early in the morning until about ten. By that time the little
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cups which they affix to the stems are full. They collect the latex in

discarded oil cans and carry these to the receiving stations, where the

contents of each can is measured and a sample of it examined as to

its purity, in order to prevent fraud and adulteration. The number
of trees one coolie must tap in the course of a morning's work is 400,

and on some estates this minimum has been lowered to 300, as

experience has shown that with fewer trees to care for, the produce

per day and per coolie increases, as they devote more care to their

task when they are not in a hurry. A careless incision into the bark

may cause an incurable lesion, but when the strip of bark is cut off

with skill and caution, it will be possible to tap the tree in the same
place after a few years' interval.

From the receiving stations the latex is taken to the factory, where

it is sent through the processes of hardening and flattening, of cut-

ting the sheets down to regulation size, and of packing them in

wooden boxes. The finished product of this process is white or

cream-colored and looks like a superfine quality of wash-leather.

The brown sheets, which, held up to the light, have a golden transpa-

rency like the color of sherry, are cured by smoking.

The rubber industry of East Sumatra is not exclusively controlled

by Hollanders. Only 35.2 per cent, of the capital invested in rubber

is Dutch, as against 26.3 per cent, owned by the British, 18.3 per cent,

by Americans, 14.3 per cent, by Franco-Belgian interests, and 6.2 by
other nationalities. The Netherlands Indies' policy of the open door

offers equal opportunities to Dutch and foreign enterprise. Why
should the United States, which consumes more rubber than the

rest of the world together, lag behind the English and Dutch as

producers?

Rubber has its name from the use that is made of it in rubbing

out pencil marks. There was a time when this was considered one of

its chief functions. But that was in the days when the art of writing

was realized to be, to a large extent, the art of erasion. In our age

however, which races about on rubber tyres, writers are too much
in a hurry to rub anything out. One cannot help wishing that some

of the rubber now rubbing the road had been used for the erasion of

all the unconsidered, hasty comment palmed off on an ignorant

public as expert opinion upon the recent rubber controversy.
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The high quality of Deli rubber and Deli tobacco is not solely due

to the fertile soil and the propitious climate. Science claims part of

the credit for their excellence. The combined tobacco companies

have an experiment station at Deli, which is equipped with up-to-

date laboratories and manned with a staff of scientific experts, and

the rubber concerns have followed their example and enlisted the

aid of science for the improvement of their crops. If the yield shows

a decline, by last year's harvest, in either the quality or the quantity,

the experts are set to work to investigate its cause and devise a

remedy, plant diseases are studied in the laboratory and experi-

ments made to discover a cure, statistics are kept that tell succinctly

and graphically the history of Deli rubber and Deli tobacco, and

bulletins issued by either station give wider publicity to the results

obtained by the research work of the experts. Thus every effort is

made to secure a good harvest. Bad luck has to be reckoned with,

but good luck, although it be welcome, is never counted upon.

Whatever science can do to eliminate chance is never left undone.

The planter knows that his best friend is the scientist in the labora-

tory.

For a white man living in the tropics to keep fit is synonymous
with keeping cool. A resident of Medan who begins to feel the effect

of the climate knows that his remedy is a week end in the mountains.

With every looo feet that he climbs above sea level the temperature

falls by a few degrees. And on the windswept plateau of Brastagi he

will find coolness and health. Every rubber and tobacco company
has its rest-house here where their employees can come and recupe-

rate, and in the centre of this pleasant mountain resort is the Brastagi

Hotel, which is especially patronized by English visitors from Sin-

gapore and Penang. They know of no place like Brastagi on the

Malaccan Peninsula, they told me. There are golf links, and rose

gardens, and mountain trails for hikers, and smooth roads for mo-
torists, and for those who are interested in the primitive the moim-
tain haunts of Bataks, the native tribe inhabiting this region.

A Batak's home is his castle, for every Batak village is siurrounded
by a high mud wall which is often planted with an impenetrable
hedge of thorny bamboo. In the days before the Dutch Government
assumed control over them, these villages must have waged a con-
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tinuous warfare among themselves. But all fighting has ceased and
the people are peacefully engaged in the tilling of the soil, on which
they cultivate rice, and, in some places, corn as a second crop. The
potato, introduced in recent years by the Dutch, has in a short time
become an important product of the Brastagi region.

The Bataks inhabit the southern part of North Sumatra, spreading
from west to east coast. The southernmost group has embraced
Islam, the central one is predominantly Christian, the tribes in the

north still adhere to their inherited heathen beliefs, which are typical

of all the peoples of the Malay and Polynesian archipelagoes. They
believe that the body is permeated by what might be defined as

soul substance, which one must carefully preserve and do one's best

to increase. But one cannot increase one's tondi, as the Batak calls

it, except at the expense of another living being, whether man,
animal, or plant. One can enrich one's soulsubstance by cutting off

and stealing another man's hair, by preserving the parings of his

nails, by the possession of a garment which has absorbed a man's
sweat or, most efficacious of all, by eating his flesh. Cannibalism

was actually practised among the Bataks, but is now a thing of the

past. Sickness is caused by the tondi leaving the body, and it is the

medicine-man's task to bring it back by charms and incantations. If

his magic fails, the patient will die. Some parts of the body contain

more tondi than others, especially the hair, the teeth, the nails, the

liver, the blood, the sweat, and the saliva. There is strength, because

there is tondi, in the horse's mane, and the pagan Batak wears his

hair long to preserve his strength. The more tondi is contained in a

man's liver, the more courageous he will be. Sir John Falstaff had a

similar notion, for he thought that a white and pale liver was "the

badge of pusillanimity and cowardice". In fact, these beliefs were

once the common good of all mankind, and though the white man
has advanced to nobler views, fossilized traces of these pre-historic

beliefs lie still embedded in his language. A coward is said in Dutch
to have eaten hare, and the Malayan will tell you that the tondi of

the animal whose flesh you eat will affect your own tondi and impart

to your being that animal's nature. The miracle stories of Scripture

are no miracles to the converted Bataks. That Samson's strength

was in his hair, that people were healed by napkins saturated with

sweat from a saint, that a woman touched the hem of Christ's gar-
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ment and was healed, that the sick were satisfied if Peter's shadow

fell on them, that spittle was used to impart tondi to blind eyes,

entirely agrees with their beliefs. They know that things happen that

way.

But in addition to this animistic belief in soul substance, the na-

tive worships the spirits of the dead. The dead are jealous of the

living and must be placated lest they should harm them. One must

be careful not to let one's shadow fall on a grave, as the dead man's

spirit might seize it and steal his soul substance, for the shadow is

the visible shape of the tondi. A spirit's importance in the spirit

world depends on the offerings and the worship he receives from his

living descendants, hence a man dies content when he leaves a large

offspring behind. Thus life for the heathen native is a continuous

watchfulness against the evil influences injurious to his tondi and

which may emanate from either the living or the dead. Fear of the

invisible is the motive of his actions, and to allay that fear is his

constant concern. The Christian missions and Islam, however, are

making headway among the Bataks and these beliefs will gradually

dwindle to superstitions of a bygone day. The Bataks are an intelli-

gent race and those who have been to school and have developed

their minds are usefully employed all over the archipelago in various

walks of life, as office clerks, as teachers, as engineers, as doctors.

A gauge of their intelligence is the popularity of chess among them,

which the men play with the expert skill of professionals.

Within easy motoring distance from Brastagi lies Laoe Si Momo,
a leper colony of the Protestant mission. There does not seem to be
much danger in paying a visit to this place. The Governor General
came to see it in September, 1925, attended by his staff and accom-
panied by the Governor of the province. If they, in their responsible

positions, felt justified in taking the risk, it cannot be reckless for

ordinary mortals to follow in their steps. A doctor from Medan was
in our party and felt no compunction in bringing his wife along. The
traveler who, nevertheless, prefers to be on the safe side can, of
course, avoid Laoe Si Momo, but he will miss one of the most
touching experiences of his entire journey. Mr. Van Helen had four
hundred patients under his care. When he assumed control in 1918,
he found the place fenced off with barbed wire. He had it taken away
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at once, for he felt that these sufferers should not be made to feel

like prisoners. He wanted them to become attached to the colony as

if it were their home, so he made them arrange their own life as

they used to live it in their native village, had them build their own
houses in traditional Batak style, let them choose a village head and
have their meetings, their pastimes, and even their quarrels. He
made them work, so that they should forget the curse that was upon
them and, seeing that all were stricken, learn to regard themselves

as normal beings. There was an inscription in Batak over the door

of the village head's cottage. "That means", said Mr. Van Helen,

"We are all in good health". The cheerfulness with which we were
greeted by these people confirmed that optimistic message. This was
not a slough of despondency. Mr. Van Eelen allows his patients to

marry. There were 120 couples in the colony, but during the seven

years of his administration only eight children were born from these.

The disease makes man sterile. Those eight children were free from
the taint at birth, but they were taken away from the mother and
sent into the keeping of relatives, as experience has taught that they

cease to be immune when they grow older. Three hundred and
seventy of his four hundred patients are Christians, and these have

paid from their own savings for the erection of a handsome church.

Their Christianity is a crude and childlike belief, but they do under-

stand the story of the Man who comforted the sick and healed the

lepers. Such a story must appeal to sufferers who are treated as

outcasts hy their own people. For the Bataks have an uncanny in-

stinct for discovering the first symptoms of leprosy. Their diagnosis

is faultless, and as soon as one of theirs is recognized as a leper, he

is cast out from the village community. Hence Mr. Van Eelen need

not surround his colony with barbed wire. No one tries to escape,

on the contrary, the sufferers come to him and beg to be admitted.

Laoe si Momo means ,The river that was'; a little stream runs

through the grounds of the estate and disappears from view into

some subterranean channel. That seems a symbol of the leper's life:

it disappears beyond the ken of the outside world, but like the water

underground it still sparkles in the doom of its concealment.

On the way from Brastagi to Laoe Si Momo one passes the Batak

Museum at Raja, which gives the visitor a complete picture of Batak

life in all its phases. One sees there how he lives at home, how he
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prepares his food, what he wears and how it is made, one sees there

the products of his skill in woodcarving, in pottery, in gold and silver

work, the contrivances that he uses in hunting and fishing, the

weapons that he carries to the war, the musical instruments with

which he accompanies the communal games and dances, the magic

devices of priest and medicine-man, the symbols of his worship of

the ancestral spirits. They are the paraphernalia of a primitive civili-

sation which is fast passing away. Christianity, Islam, the Govern-
ment school, modern medicine, the contact with Europeans, facili-

tated by the building of roads and the invasion of motor cars, are

teaching this race, once given to cannibalism, to live and to think in

terms that estrange them from their age-old traditions.

South of Brastagi a deep crater lake lies embedded between the

mountains. It has the shape of Sumatra, its axis running parallel to

that of the island, and an island in the lake, like a dark picture in a

silver frame, seems a miniature replica of Sumatra. A century ago

Lake Toba was to the Dutch a mere name. In 1853 it was visited

for the first time by a Dutch explorer, and fifteen years later a Go-
vernment official. Baron De Raet, was the first to seek political con-

tact with the Bataks. Missionaries followed in their track, and now,

half a century later, this former haunt of mystery and romance is a

much traveled region, through which motor traffic speeds from coast

to coast along the busy highway. The ride from Medan to Sibolga

on the west coast is a two days' trip. One can spend the night either

at Parapat or at Balige, both on Lake Toba, and reach Sibolga, on
the Bay of Tapanooli, towards the evening of the second day. The
mountains round Lake Toba are bare of all forest growth, but as one
approaches the west coast, the brown monotony of the landscape

changes into a symphony of green, through which the road, by a

tortuous descent, runs down into Sibolga. From there to Fort de
Kock, in the Padang Highlands, is another two days' motor ride.

Here the road runs most of the time through cultivated land, but
now and then it cuts through the primeval jungle where one guesses,

but never sees nor hears, the existence of wild animal life behind the

impenetrable undergrowth of giant ferns.

Fort de Kock lies on the edge of a steep ravine, cut out in the soft

tuff by a rivulet so innocent and harmless that one wonders how it
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could be the cause of a gap of that width and depth. But in the rainy

season that innocent-looking brook may grow to a thundering tor-

rent and run a tortuous course between the walls of its self-made

prison, widening its curves and undermining those walls at the base.

Then the brittle stone of the overhanging rock begins to crumble,

and the crumbling will be followed by a landslide which leaves a

widened gap between sheer walls of white-yellow stone. Many a

buffalo that grazed on the top near the precipice was hurled into the

abyss by such a landslide, and the ravine, for that reason, is called

by the Dutch Karbouwengat, Buffaloes* Gap. There must come a

day, it would seem, when the houses of Fort de Kock will totter on

the brink and the people will flee to safer quarters. But they do

not seem to have any fears on that score. On the contrary, the autho-

rities there are looking forward to a time in the near future when
Fort de Kock will be an ideal mountain resort, where the tired will

come to recuperate and where the retired will settle for life. For its

climate is exquisite, and the environs of Fort de Kock are the most

beautiful region of Sumatra.

The Padang Highlands are the home of the Malayan tribe of

Minangkabau, a people who excel all other native tribes in the in-

genious art of architecture. A Minangkabau house as seen from a

distance looks like a delicate masterpiece of filigree, for every panel

of its outer wall is decorated with exquisite carving, and colored,

with unfailing taste, in blue, and reddish brown, and grey. And this

structure is surmounted by a high roof, whose gracefully curved

ridge seems modeled after the horns of the buffalo, the karbau, from

which the Minangkabau claim to derive their name. And opposite

the house one sees a number of miniature imitations, that differ

from it only in shape, these being not oblong but square, but which

are as artistically adorned with polychrome carving: the garners in

which they store their rice. The material with which they used to

thatch their roofs, idjook so-called, a fibrous product from the enau

palm, is being replaced, of recent years, by horrid, shining sheets

of corrugated iron, which has the double advantage of being cheaper

and not combustible. But though they are willing to use machine-

made material from Europe, they will not let it interfere with their

age-old traditions of style. The roof must retain its graceful curve,

and the sheets are bent to fit their native sense of beauty.
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This conservatism is characteristic also of their social life. Singer's

sewing machine and the flivver have found their way into the Mi-
nangkabau village, but these same people who so easily assimilate

western inventions to their needs are still living under an ancient

matriarchal system, a survival of a social order that belongs to the

prehistoric past. This does not mean that the Minangkabau women
have it all their way and lay down the law to a race of henpecked

fools. The men are the rulers, but they derive their authority from

the degree of their relationship to the prominent members of the

other sex. The pang-hooloo, or chief of a household, is succeeded at

his death by the eldest son of his eldest sister. The children belong

to the mother's family, and their father to that of his mother and

sisters. Every woman likes to give birth to a daughter, because the

daughter will be a support to her, as she never leaves the house, not

even when she marries. There the husband visits her occasionally,

but he remains a member of his sisters' household or goes away to

distant parts to earn a living among strangers. Boys over ten years of

age do not spend the nights under their sisters' roof, but assemble

in large communal houses, where they are taught, incidentally, to

read the Koran. Still, the tie with the family home is never severed.

A boy, or a grown-up man, who is taken ill goes back to the house of

his sisters to be nursed by them. To this custom the tribal proverb

applies, "No matter how far the heron flies, he will always come
back to his pools".

Communism that is a spontaneous growth is different from the

forced hothouse plant that Moscow is trying to cultivate. The Mi-
nangkabau people live contentedly without knowing the pride and

joy of private ownership. All possessions are the indivisible property

of the family. An individual has a right to the money he acquires

by his own labor, but at his death it becomes part of the family pos-

sessions, the Harto Poesako so-called, chief among which are the

sawahs or irrigated rice fields. Thanks to this institution poverty is

unknown among the Minangkabau. For since no man can amass and
perpetuate a private fortune, all are equally rich or equally poor. The
Minangkabau people express their belief in the permanence of this

social order by the saying "It never cracks (like clay) through the

heat of the sun, it never rots away (like wood) through rain". Ho-
wever, it does crack in spite of their proverbial lore. Frequent emi-
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gration of unmarried men is one of the causes that undermine the
system. For they often return with a foreign wife, and such a union,
being alien to their matriarchal institutions, detracts from the respect

that is due to them, especially when those who, in defiance of

custom and tradition, set up a home with an immigrant wife, are

men of authority and influence in their little world. "Own your own
home" may be a worthy slogan in New York, but to the conserva-

tives in Minangkabau it sounds the death knell of morality and right.

The system, to be sure, has its drawbacks, which even those con-

servatives will not deny. It does not give a spur to individual initia-

tive. Since a man's earnings wiU not make his children any richer—
for he must leave all to his sisters' not his wife's, family— he has no
inducement to save an3rthing. He gets easily into debt, borrows mo-
ney at high interest, and never pays cash. When the first railroad was
built through the Minangkabau country, the people found it difficult

to understand why they could not bargain with the booking clerk

about the price of the ticket, and why they had to pay at once. Hence
Kaartje, the Dutch word for 'ticket', pronounced Karritji by these

Malayans, has in Minangkabau become a term denoting something

that cannot be altered, equivalent to English "irrevocable".

I met with a striking instance of this indifference to private gain

in the case of a craftsman at Fort de Kock. He was the only man left

in that neighborhood who understood the ancient art of brassWork,

in which the Minangkabau Malayans used to excel. The Controleur,

a Dutch official who forms the link between the Government and
the native population, gave this man a large order for an exhibition

of Oriental art in Paris, but the lure of money could not make him
work. He delivered four pieces and that was all. The men prefer to

loaf about and write letters to the Controleur full of complaints about

one thing and another, airing their communistic theories. They are

born democrats and do not show the servility that the Javanese

assumes towards his betters. A demang, a native regent appointed

by the Government, will enter a lapau, which is a kirid of wayside

lunch counter, and sit down to eat or drink, and the lowest-born

Minangkabau will not rise for him but remain seated touching el-

bows with the aristocrat.
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Give a dog a bad name and hang him. As soon as you admit that

the Minangkabau Malayan is lazy, all that he does is proof of his

indolence in the eyes of certain people. At Pa>o Koemboeh I saw the

natives use trained monkeys to pluck the coconuts for them. "Aren't

they lazy!" said some one. But this use of the monkey proves not

his sloth but his inventiveness. Why should he do himself what he
can have done more quickly, and without risking his life, by a mon-
key? Besides, the training of the monkey is not a lazy man's job.

Pasar or market day at Fort de Kock is a colorful pageant. It is

held on Wednesdays and Saturdays and is sometimes visited by
40.000 people. They leave their villages in the small hours of the

night, trudging for miles through the dark while the air is still cool

and the loads seem less heavy to carry. It is the women who do the

carrying. You see them come into town, balancing large bundles on
their heads. They never carry an5rthing in their hands if they can

help it. Though they are only encumbered with an umbrella or a

bottle, they will place it on their heads and keep their hands free.

The only thing that I saw the men carry was a flat bird-cage covered

with a piece of cloth, in which they take their pigeons to the pasar,

and this they carried in their hands. They amuse themselves on the

market square with pigeon fights while the women do the trading.

This is a more harmless sport than a cockfight, as these birds only
beat one another with their wings, until the one that loses its balance

loses the combat. Do not imagine that the women resent this unequal
division of labor. The carrying of goods to market is women's work,
by all the rules of custom and tradition, and the men will never do
what is the women's part. All tasks that are of regular occurrence
are done by the women. It is the jobs that have to be done once in

a while that fall to the men, such as the building of a house, the
ploughing of the rice field. They will never help each other at these
tasks. You may see an old woman in the pasar trying to heave a

heavy load upon her head and young men standing by and not
stretching out a finger to assist her. The women, in their turn, are

not expected to help the men at their jobs. I saw a man who sat on
the roof of a house to mend the sheeting drop his hammer where
several women were sitting in a group on the doorstep. Not one of
them moved to pick it up and throw it back to him. Nor did he
expect them to, but he patiently climbed down the ladder and re-
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turned with his hammer to his job. In either case it was good eti-

quette not to meddle with what the other was doing. We should do
the men an injustice by calling them unchivalrous. The code of
chivalry belongs to a different social order from the one into which
they were born.

This does not mean that they do not know courtesy. One day I

was invited to attend the investiture of a new pang-hooloo in the
kampong of Kapan. Mr. Jacobson, a Dutch resident of Fort de
Kock, accompanied me. We were received at the entrance of the vil-

lage by the assistant demang and a group oi pang-hooloos, all dressed
in black, which is the tribal color. Two rifles were fired in honor of
our arrival. I was asked to enter the house first as the chief guest of
honor. The pang-hooloos sat down on the floor along the wall
facing the entrance, except the five of the sookoo or clan to which
the new pang-hooloo belonged. These sat down against the opposite
wall between the window and the door. For us chairs had been
placed in front of the middle window. The meeting was opened
by one of the older dignitaries, who was answered immediately by
a much younger man among a group of picked orators. These sat

along the short walls to left and right. One after another of these

young men stood up and spoke in amazingly fluent oratory, praising

the adat, which is the code of traditional customs and laws, the

family whose guests they were, the pang-hooloo whom they had
come to inaugurate. When they addressed a special person, they
raised their folded hands before their faces by way of greeting, and
the same gesture was used in expressing agreement with another

speaker's remarks. For sometimes the speeches turned into dialo-

gues, the orator exchanging compliments with a pang-hooloo at the

other end of the room. When one of the speakers referred with great

reverence to the Toowan dari Amerika (the gentleman from America)
and Toowan Yakoob (Mr. Jacobson), my companion whispered into

my ear that this man knew him well, as he was a sado ^) driver

and had often driven him home from the station. This native Jehu
was a consummate master of rhetoric, versed in the hyperbolic

language that is required for these occasions. The new pang-hooloo,

i) A sado is a light gig drawn by one horse, an abbreviation of the French
dos-a-dos, i.e. back-to-back.
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a fine-looking fellow with a bright-red kain ^) slung over his shoul-

der, never said a word, and we should not have known which man
was the hero of the feast, if an aged dignitary, who sat next to us

on the floor, had not introduced him. He explained, no doubt with

secret wonder at our ignorance of such an obvious rule of etiquette,

that he and the five other pang-hooloos of his sookoo, since they were

hosts, had to keep silent and let their guests enjoy the pleasure of

shining in oratory.

Towards the end of the ceremonies the Controlear arrived on the

scene. He concluded the flow of eloquence with an address in fluent

Malay, of which I understood this much, that he praised the adat

as a stronghold of peace and order against the insidious preachings

of communism. What struck me most in this gathering of men was

the decorum. No intoxicants were served at the meal with which the

ceremony closed, and the food was eaten in absolute silence.

Fort de Kock lies on the plateau of Agam, which is walled off

on the southern side by a barrier of three mighty volcanoes, the

Singgalang, the Merapi, and the Sago. West of it the crumbling base

of another extinguished volcano holds embedded in its depths the

lake of Manindjau, which mirrors the sky and the encircling moun-
tain walls above the dead heart of the crater. Standing on the edge

of that gigantic battlement one realizes the awful beauty of the

change by which life's passion is stilled into the peace of death. A
morning mist trailed across the lake, and as it slowly lifted, the blue

mirror was revealed reflecting its milk-white drift. One saw little

things moving on the water, fishermen, no doubt, in their frail craft,

but no sound could reach us where we stood, 2400 feet above the

level of the lake. It looked a small pool to us from that height,

although its length is a little short of fourteen miles and its width
varies from 5.5 to 7.5 miles. We descried a large kampong down at

the edge of the water. Its roofs of corrugated iron, so ugly when
seen from close by, made a bright, silver glitter between the foliage.

A zigzag road with 43 abrupt curves took us down to the village,

where we were cordially received by the Dutch Controleur, the only

European among this native population. He spoke with genuine

i) Kain is the general term for „cloth" or „woven fabric".
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feeling about his subjects and seemed to be thoroughly at home
among them. We saw very few men about. They go to Medan,
Palembang, Batavia, the controleur informed us, mostly as dealers

in tejrtiles. A merry women's party, all dressed up in their gaudiest

apparel, passed us on the road. "That's a bridal procession", he
explained. "The bridegroom is one of those that have wandered
away. When such a fellow prospers, he writes home saying he would
like to marry such a one. The girl is given a festive "send-off", all

the neighbors coming to the treat to wish her good luck; and chape-

roned by her mother or an aunt she goes to her husband. But as

soon as she is pregnant she returns to the house of her sisters that she

may give birth to her child in the family home".

The plateau of Agam was originally the bottom of a lake whose
water has filtered away into subterranean channels of the Kamang
mountains, a limestone region that is honeycombed with caves.

These would make an imposing setting for a picture of Dante's

Inferno. The flicker of the smoking torches on the walls of dark

recesses, the ghastly reverberation of the torchbearers' shouts, the

weird shapes into which the stone had grown or crumbled, and the

blood-curdling shrieks of thousands of bats and martins that circled

above our heads, formed a realistic vision of Dante's descent into

the nether world. The tortures of hell that he painted were reserved

for human sinners only. In the village of Soengai Djarnih I saw fish

that were doomed to infernal torment. They were swimming con-

tinuously round and round in a small circle near the edge of a large

pool. There were hundreds of them, and though the pool offered

them scope and freedom of movement, these poor creatures conti-

nued their aquatic merry-go-round as if possessed by a malignant

spirit. The people call these fish holy, and feed them rice and ba-

nanas. Were they held sacred and fed because of their mad snake-

dance, or did they keep up this whirl from a voracious lust for food?

If voracity was the sin for which they suffered, they paid dearly

for its indulgence.

Mr. Jacobson knew a spot in the rimboo, the unreclaimed forest,

where that rarest of flowers, the Rafflesia Arnoldi grew. So one day

we started out at dawn accompanied by a couple of natives. They

had no notion of north and south, and indicated direction by saying
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"up stream", or "down stream". We tramped a whole long morning

across the woods without seeing hardly any sign of animal life. The
jungle harbors a mighty fauna, elephant, rhinoceros, tapir, tiger,

panther, boa •, orang-outan and various other kinds of apes. But a

couple of siamangs was all that we saw, a large black-haired and tail-

less gibbon, which lives in such strict monogamy that man, if he is

descended from the ape, has in that respect descended far below

him. The wild creatures of the forest are more afraid of man than

man is of them. One has to search for their trails, track them and

spy on them, and, after long watching and waiting, one's perseve-

rance may be rewarded by a glimpse of the beasts in their habitat.

The Rafflesia Arnoldi is a precious rarity even in Sumatra. When
Mr. Jacobson had discovered the spot where it grew he went to the

pang-hooloos of the sookoo or clan which claimed that part of the

rimboo to be its property. He wanted a promise from them that they

would leave the forest intact so as to spare the Rafflesia. But this was

not so easy as it would seem. All landed property is owned by the

clan in common, and no disposal can be made of it without the

unanimous consent of the pang-hooloos. He did persuade them, at

last, to declare the precious spot a forest preserve, a decision, ho-

wever, which is at any time subject to repeal. The Rafflesia is an

epiphyte which is remarkable for the enormous size of its flowers,

and among the seven varieties that are known to exist, the one called

after Arnold, who discovered it in 1818, has the largest flowers of

all. The buds look like huge cabbages and are so heavy that they lie

on the ground, the frail stem on which they grow being unable to

carry them. The flower in full bloom sometimes measures a yard

in diameter. It has a dark wine-red color dotted with yellow spots.

The plant is a freak of nature, which usually makes the burden fit

the carrying power. The flower of the Rafflesia looks like a diseased

growth which is sapping the strength of the body.

The environs of Fort de Kock are rich in scenic beauty. The gap

of Harau, the ravine of the Anai river, the gap of Ayer Pootih vie

with the Buffaloes* Gap and the Lake of Manindjau in impressive

grandeur. Through the valley of the Anai runs the highway from
Fort de Kock to Padang, the principal harbor of Sumatra on the

West Coast. Padang is one of the oldest setlements of the Hollanders
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in Sumatra; it has a general air of dignified repose becoming its age,
such as young, busy Medan on the east coast lacks. It is the seat of
the government of the province of West Sumatra, and has the less

enviable distinction of being one of the rainiest spots of the entire
archipelago. In 1924 it rained 196 days of the year upon the people
of Padang. In order to keep dry in this wetness they have to build
their houses on piles, for they are an amphibious species of landed
lake-dwellers. Padang also has a population of high-and-dry dwelling
near-humans, a kind of long-tailed monkeys which inhabit the
woods on the Go n .ong Padang, a spur of the Padang range projec-

ting itself into the ocean. They are so numerous there that the Dutch
call the hill Apenberg, that is. Monkey Mount. On the wall of my
bedroom at the Oranje Hotel hung a printed list of "don'ts" and
warnings and threats for the benefit of the visitors, who are appa-
rently under a suspicion of catching the contagion of their apish
antics and mischievous pranks. I never before went to sleep with
such a depressing sense of my potential naughtiness.

The Steamship "Sloet van de Beele", of the Royal Packet
Navigation Company (Koninklijke Paketvaart-MaatschappijJ left

Padang for Batavia at eight o'clock in the morning. This company
has practically the monopoly of coastwise shipping in the Dutch
East Indies, and has been one of the chief agents in furthering the

economic development of the islands during the thirty-five years

of its existence. It ranks fourth in tonnage and first in the number of

ships among Dutch steamship companies. The importance of a net

of lines connecting the islands was only tardily recognized by the

Government, and when it did recognize it, the concession for the

enterprise was given to a British applicant, in strict adherence to

the principle of free competition. His bid was just one cent less for

each sea mile covered than that of his Dutch competitor, which
would amount, in the course of one year, to a total saving of I 171.00.

It was a case of economy outwitting wisdom, the usual experience

of those who are penny-wise and pound-foolish. For it soon appeared

that the British concern, which operated under the name Neder-

landsch-Indische Stoomvaart-Maatschappij, planned to make Singa-

pore the connecting link with the big international lines to Europe.

In 1886 it was still impossible for Deli to get direct transport for its

tobacco to Batavia, its entire harvest being shipped via Singapore.
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Arbitrary rate fixing was also to the advantage of Singapore, the

charges for transport to Singapore being very low and those to Java

ports excessive. Increasing complaints led the Netherlands Minister

of Colonies, at the expiration of the British operator's charter, to

grant a new charter to a Dutch concern formed by the "Nederland"

Royal Mail Line and the "Rotterdam Lloyd" Royal Mail Line.

This was the origin of the K. P. M., the Koninklij'ke Paketvaart-

Maatschappij. The new company undertook to operate thirteen lines,

and started in 189 1 with a small fleet of no more than 28.637 tons,

but by 1914 it owned 88 ships with a total tonnage of 147.000, and

in 1923, when the company celebrated its thirty-fifth anniversary, it

was operating 106 ships, aggregating 191.822 tons.

The "Sloet van de Beele", on her voyage to Batavia, touched the

port ofBenkoolen, on the west coast of south Sumatra. All the cargo

and the deck passengers destined for Benkoolen had to be transferred

into pram, which was no easy business on account of the heavy

swell. One moment the prau was deep below the deck of the steamer,

the next it was heaved up to a level with it. The deck passengers

were lifted under the armpits by one of the sailors and had to be

caught by one of the prau's crew, who stood watching for the right

moment to catch hold of his living load. If the sailor who had to let

go did not seize the opportunity that the other thought fit, there

were yeUs of anger from the prau and frantic gestures from the

disappointed loadcatcher. And all the while the poor victims, hanging

above the water in the sailor's arms, gave no sign of fear or emotion,

but watched resignedly for the drop into the dancing boat below.

There were old women among them, and young mothers suckling

their babies. All got safely into the prau and danced off to the shore

across the sweU.

. Benkoolen must have a sentimental interest to English visitors.

It was a British settlement in the eighteenth century, and many
graves of servants of the India Company keep alive the memory of

British rule in Benkoolen. Its last English Governor was Sir Thomas
Stamford Raffles, who, in accordance with the provisions of the Su-
matra Treaty of 1824, and much to his chagrin, surrendered it to the

Dutch in the following year. The Fort that the English built in 1714
is still: known by the name of Fort Marlborough and has been kept
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in much the same state in which Raffles left it. Kroe was the next
port at which we called to take in a big cargo of coffee. It was the

last that I saw of Sumatra. The next day at 5 o'clock P. M. the
"Sloet van de Beele" cast anchor alongside the quay of Tandjong
Priok, the busy harbor of Batavia, on the island of Java.
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Java

TAVA is a land of contrasts. The primitive lives on here in imme-
I diate contact with modern life, but apparently untouched by it.

I In Batavia the automobiles speed up town and down town along

the canal that connects the two sections of the city, and in the water

that runs between those whirling currents of modern traffic the

Javanese modestly perform their daily ablutions as their ancestors

used to do before Batavia was built. Motor trucks thunder down to

the docks with the products of Javanese agriculture, but also grobaks,

native carts drawn by slow-moving yokes of oxen, are used for the

transport of goods. In the villages one sees the women pound the

rice in large wooden mortars and crush the juice from the sugar cane

-with a primitive press which is turned by a stolid ox, while nearby

the machines of a hulling mill or a sugar factory are humming a

modern song of efficiency and speed. In Middle Java, the Soosoo-
hoonan of Solo and the Sultan of Djocja are still living the feudal

life that age-old tradition has consecr ted amid a retinue of menials

who, in approaching their august persons, must creep towards them
in squatting position. But some of the So soohoonan's many sons

have studied in Holland, one of them being an officer in the army
of the Netherland East Indies, another occupying a seat in the

Volksraad, the People's Council, an incipient form of parliament for

the Indies at Batavia.

Batavia with its suburbs covers an area of approximately eighty
square miles. The down-town section, which is the city proper,
is now only a business centre, where the Europeans have their of-

fices amid the quarters of Chinese, Arabs, and other Orientals. That
part of Batavia has many picturesque nooks and corners, odd rem-
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nants of an earlier day when the Hollanders had not yet learnt to

suit their mode of life to the tropical climate. They carried with
them across the seas their architecture, their domestic arts, their

costumes, their manner of living, so that life in 17th century Batavia

must have been very much the same as in New Amsterdam in the

days of Governor Stuyvesant.

An English skipper, Woodes Rogers, who visited Java in 1710,

called Batavia "a noble city". Of that old Batavia some traces are

left in the new: narrow canals dug by the early settlers for the drai-

nage of the swampy grounds, picturesque drawbridges built across

them where the roads and the water intersect, stone houses with inner

courtyards that Pieter de Hoogh might have painted, and with steep

staircases decorated with beautiful carving. The Hollanders of today

find that old city too compactly built to suit their ideas of hygiene

and sanitation. They prefer to live farther inland, away from the low

and humid coast, and in houses with plenty of garden round them.

The uptown, residential section of Batavia is called Weltevreden, a

garden city of spacious avenues, large, open squares, and beautiful

mansions. Here also is the Palace of the Governor General of the

Dutch East Indies, which is only used for official receptions, for

His Excellency has his permanent residence at Buitenzorg.

Weltevreden means „well contented". The name testifies to the

satisfaction with which its first residents escaped from the crowded,

narrow purlieus of Batavia to its purer air and its spaciousness. The
traveler will share the mood that the name suggests, for the hotels

offer him excellent accommodation. At the Hotel des Indes I had a

large, commodious room, with private bath and a telephone, and I

paid for this accommodation, all meals included, the moderate sum
of $ 6.40 per day. In front of the hotel stands a wonderful specimen

of the waringin, a tree which is held sacred by the Javanese. The

somber majesty of these trees creates a belief among the natives that

they are the abodes of spirits, and they will piously avoid hewing

them down if they can help it. When a native, while felling trees,

comes to a large one which he thinks, on account of its size, might

be inhabited by a spirit, he will first make an offering at the foot

of the trunk and politely request the spirit to remove himself to

another haunt.
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Java is not an ethnological unity, but is inhabited by three distinct

races, which divide the west, the centre, and the east of the island

between them. Middle Java is the home of the Javanese proper.

Here flourishes the batik art, which is not practised to the same
extent by either the Soondanesc of West Java or the Madoorese in

the eastern part of the island. The Javanese are a quiet, submissive

race, who even in the dull colors of their clothes — dark blue and
brown — give expression to their quiet nature; the Soondanese are

lighthearted people, fond of singing and dancing and bright-colored

apparel; the Madoorese are a proud and self-assertive race, ever

ready to avenge the slightest injury to their keen sense of justice by
a stab with their creese. Other Asiatic races from foreign parts have

settled among the indigenous population, Chinese, Japanese, and

Arabs; they are the tradesmen and dealers who find their custom

among the natives. For the Javanese themselves lack the commercial

instinct; they are born tillers of the soil. The Dutch Government

makes a legal distinction between Japanese and Chinese, the Japa-

nese being treated on an equal footing with Europeans, whereas the

Chinese are put in a separate class with the Arabs under the name of

Foreign Orientals.

The majority of the Chinese population are natives of Java, many
families having lived there for several generations. Since Chinese

women seldom leave their country, the new immigrants often marry

Javanese girls, so that among the more than 300.000 Chinese of Java

there are many of mixed blood. But in spite of this intermarrying,

the Chinese have retained their racial and social independence,

thanks to the tenacity with which they cling to ancient Chinese

customs and traditions. They have their own schools supported by
private contributions, in addition to the Dutch-Chinese schools that

the Government supplies, they have their own commercial organi-

zations, they have their representatives in the local and provincial

councils, and their official spokesmen to deal with the Government
authorities on behalf of their communities. Even after death they

take care to maintain their Chinese identity. All over Java you find

their spacious burial grounds on the hill slopes, full of segment-
shaped monuments of massive stone that, with the surrounding turf,

take up ten times more space than a white man requires for his last

rest. The Chinese dead are among the biggest landholders of Java..
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Foreign Orientals have their representatives also on the Volksraad,
the People's Council, at Weltevreden. This legislative body consists
of sixty members, thirty of whom are Hollanders, twenty-five na-
tives, and five Foreign Orientals. Fifteen of the Dutch members and
twenty of the native ones are elected by the local councils, the rest
are appointed by the Governor General. The purpose of partial
appointment is to secure representation of such districts as are not
sufficiently organized to elect their own representatives. A Board
of Delegates of twenty Volksraad members forms an Executive Com-
mittee. The ordinances passed by the People's Council constitute
the basis of colonial legislation. Until recently the Volksraad was
merely an advisory board that had to be consulted by the Governor
General on certain specified subjects, but the revised constitution
for the Dutch East Indies of 1925 has expanded its powers to such
an extent that the islands have virtually become autonomous.

A quarter of a century ago hardly any Hollander would have
believed it possible that even a semblance of autonomy would be
granted to the colonies in the near future. Local and provincial self-

governing bodies were set up in 1903, which were given complete
authority within their limited spheres of action. But self-government
for the Colonial realm as a whole seemed, at that time, a preposterous
dream of native enthusiasts, for that would mean a loosening of the
ties with the kingdom in Europe before the Malayan people posses-

sed sufficient wisdom and experience to stand on their own feet.

But three historic events of worldwide importance have aroused the

Asiatic races from their contemplative fatalism to aspiration and
action. Japan's victory over Russia, the birth of the Chinese Re-
public and the World War taught the Orient faith in its own strength

and a different estimate of the white man's civilization.

One of the heralds of the new Java was a woman of noble birth,

Kartini. A collection of the letters that she wrote to her Dutch friends

have appeared in an English translation under the title "Letters of

a Javanese Princess" ^). There was a lack of piety in introducing

Kartini to the American reader by the advertisement of that claim

to distinction which she herself despised as commonplace. "Am I

i) Translated from the original Dutch by Agnes Louise Symmers. N. Y.
Alfred A. Knopf.
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a princess?" she expostulated with one of her friends. "No more

than you yourself are one. I think there is nothing more common-
place than those people who allow themselves to depend upon their

so-called 'high birth'". Kartini never wrote to arouse an interest in

her own person. She had a messa e to convey to the Hollanders on

behalf of her own people, an appeal for their support in her attempt

to raise the Javanese woman to a higher intellectual and moral level.

She sprang from a race keenly sensitive to beauty. The people of

Java are an unschooled lot, but music comes welling from their lips.

They can not read, but they understand the mystic language of the

garaelan, the native Javanese orchestra. "It is like no other song —
no melody, each note is so soft, so tender, so vaguely thrilling, so

changing, — but ah! how compelling, how bitterly beautiful: that

is not tinkling of glass, of copper, of wood; it is the voices of men's

souls that speak to me; now they are complaining, now sighing, and

now merrily laughing". Poetry in Java is the common gift of all. The
least, the very humblest, Javanese is a poet born. Mention a subject

at random, and a simple tiiler of the soil will immediately make a

rhyme that charms and astonishes by its grace. And as to the art of

painting, it is a mode of expression as natural to them as the gift of

speech. Little urchins, buffalo boys, draw excellent wayangs, the

marionettes of the native stage. "All the bridge supports erected

today are covered with them tomorrow, drawn with charcoal or

with a little piece of soapstone by naked, dirty little apes. Favored

land, our Japara!"

But also hapless land, in that the native's indolence leaves those

favors undeveloped. Ignorance, sloth, superstition, and the tenacious

survival of traditions that impede all development are the curses of

Java. "We are not giving battle to men, but to old moss-grown
edicts and conventions that are not worthy of the Javanese of the

future, that future of which we, and a few others, are the forerun-

ners". In those words Kartini described her self-assumed task. Deep
mental suffering to herself and to those whom she held dearest was

the price that she paid for its accomplishment. The ideal Javanese

girl of her station in li.e had to be silent and expressionless like a

wooden doll, speaking only when it was necessary, and then with a

little whispering voice; she had to walk slowly like a snail, laugh
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softly without opening her lips, as it would be unseemly to show her

teeth. She might never be seen before her marriage, she was a pri-

soner within the confines of her father's high-walled palace grounds.

Obedience to this age-old etiquette was, and still is, with many
high-born Javanese, a matter of course, as much a natural part of

their daily conduct as the taking of food at the set times of the day.

Even Kartini, who rebelled against it and chose the emancipation

of the Javanese woman for her aim in life, could never free herself

completely from the shackles of native convention. "I should not

be disturbed in the least", she wrote, "if I were alone in a room
filled with European gentlemen. But I can think of nothing that

could make me, under any possible circumstances, receive alone

even one well-born Javanese young man who was unmarried".

Kartini was not one of those deracinated souls who, having se-

vered themselves from their native surroundings, live in blind admi-

ration of everything foreign. As a young girl of twenty, in the first

enthusiasm of youth, she was in danger of losing contact with her

own people. But the wisdom of her Dutch friends saved her from

failure. They made her see that, if she went to Holland, she would

endanger her own cause. "If the people do not like to trust their

daughters to European women, how much less would they be willing

to trust them to those who were worse in their eyes, Javanese turned

European". She admitted the point and never left her island. That

was three years after her early disavowal of her own Javanese world.

In that interval she had learnt to love it. "It may sound strange",

she wrote to one of her motherly friends, "but it is, nevertheless,

a fact that you Europeans have taught me to love my own land and

people. Instead of estranging us from our native land, our European

education has brought us nearer to it, has opened our hearts to its

beauties, and also to the needs of our people and to their weaknesses".

These words carry the greater weight because the writer was not

afraid of candidly criticizing what struck her as bad and ugly in

Eturopean civilization. In her later letters, from one of which this

tribute is quoted, she sometimes bitterly inveighed against the

Dutch. But she knew that a nation's worth must be judged by the

achievements of its leaders and not by the omissions and the blun-

ders of the rank and file. The men and women whom Kartini addres-
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sed in her letters formed an elite whose civilizing work outweighed

the evil inherent in colonial expansion. The white man's task in

Asia is not yet finished. The native is beginning to outgrow his

tutelage, but he will yet need his advice and guidance in the new era

that has begun.

Kartini herself was not destined to see its dawn. In 1903 she mar-

ried a native regent, an enlightened man fully in sympathy with her

ideas. On September 13, 1904, a son was born, and four days later

Kartini suddenly died. She was physically not strong enough for

motherhood. But she is lovingly remembered as the spiritual mother

of the new Javanese woman, who, thanks to the education and the

freedom that she won for her, is like a being reborn.

Since Kartini passed away, twenty-two years ago, a quiet revo-

lution has taken place. The sightseeing traveler will not notice any

unrest; there is absolute safety everywhere. But the old-timer who
revisits the land where, a quarter of a century ago, he earned a

competence to retire upon, will notice the difference between then

and now. "In my days", he will say, "the native showed respect to

the white man, and look at him now: you wouldn't think he noticed

you". Indeed, the old servility is gone and a more self-confident

generation of Javanese has grown up, which demands education for

itself and for its children. And the Government has not been slow

in responding to the call. The number of so-called desa schools,

where the village children, from five or six years up, are taught the

three R's in their native tongue, was 7647 in 1934, more than twice

as many as there were ten years earlier. In addition to these, Java

has an advanced type of elementary school where, besides the three

R's, geography and the elements of agriculture make up the curri-

culum, and of these there were 1439 two years ago. The desa school

has a three years' course, the other keeps the children for five years.

There are also technical schools for older pupils, where they can

learn a handicraft, and boarding schools for the training of native

teachers. In all these institutions the vehicle of education is the na-

tive language. There are, further, three types of elementary schools

where instruction is given in Dutch, one for native, one for Chinese,

and one for European children. Native children are admitted to the

last mentioned kind, but only a selected group and seldom more
than 30 per cent, of the total attendance.
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I visited several schools in the company of a Government official.

At one of these the native teacher said to one of the boys, apparently
a prize pupil: "Tell me, Amat, is the earth round like a lemon or
flat like a cake?" "The earth is round like a lemon", came the ready
reply. „Very good", said the teacher. "But how do we know that it

is? Can you prove it?" Amat could, and proceeded to do so. The
ship's mast emerging above the horizon before the keel is visible

seemed to him convincing proof of a lemon-shaped earth'*. "Excel-
lent", was the master's comment. "But suppose, Amat, you tell this

to those ignorant people in the village that never had any education,

and they will not believe you; what will you do to convince them?"
"Well", said Amat, after some hesitation, "when I am back among
my people in the village, I will not believe it either".

The incident is not characteristic of native mentality. Children

all over the world are dutifully repeating a lot of schoolish learning

that they do not believe in outside the school house; but they are

seldom as clearly conscious of their unbelief, or not as honest in

confessing it as little Amat. The story is a good illustration, however,

of the difficulty one faces in adapting school instruction to the needs

of the native child. The teacher in this case was a native himself,

and might be expected to know better than a European what to tell,

and what to withhold from his pupils. But as a matter of fact, native

teachers do not. Having been trained for their task by Dutch in-

structors, they are apt to abide by the methods they were taught,

naively trusting in the efficacy of these, rather than in their own
judgment. A European teacher has often more independence of

mind and a keener pedagogic instinct. The main drift in government

education for the native child is towards adaptation to the people's

racial characteristics and to the peculiar needs of their environment.

There is no use, however, in teaching children to read unless you

can also give them the means to practise the new acquired art. To
that end the Government established, in 1910, a Bureau for the

People's Literature (Bureau voor de Volkslectuur) at Weltevreden,

which during the eighteen years of its existence has published hun-

dreds of books in the principal native languages of the Dutch East

Indies. Ever since Galland made Europe acquainted with the stories

of the Thousand and One Nights, the western world has delighted
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in Oriental fiction. But now the Orient is beginning to take an in-

terest in western tales of fancy, whether presented in moving pic-

tures or in solid print, and books by writers from France, England,

and America are among the best sellers in Java. The Bureau has

issued a catalogue of its publications arranged in the order of their

popularity, an instructive index of literary taste among the natives.

According to Kipling East and West will never meet, but it seems
that in their appreciation of fiction the twain do not differ so very

much. The Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas heads the list,

and Jules Verne's Voyage round the World in eighty Days, Kipling's

Jungle Book, Curwood's Kazan, and Mark Twain's The Prince and
the Pauper are among the ten best sellers. For the books can not

be had gratuitously. The Bureau charges a moderate price, on the

principle that nothing is valued for which one has not made a

sacrifice. Mark Twain's story in Malay, with illustrations, sells for

sixty dollar cents, Curwood's, also illustrated, for half a dollar.

And those who cannot afford to pay so much can borrow the books,

at less than one dollar cent, from the public library of which the

village schoolmaster is the custodian

.

The Bureau is not trying to force western fiction upon the native

readers, at the exclusion of indigenous literature. The latter is gene-

rously represented in its list of published books, but the popularity

of The Three Musketeers shows that there is a demand for trans-

lations. Native writers have even been stimulated by this imported

literature to compose tales in imitation of European romance. Third
in popularity is a modern Malay novel called Siti Noerbaja, the

tragic love story of a young girl who is married against her will.

Nor is fiction the only reading that the Bureau imports. It is spreading

western ideas about hygiene by little books on the care of infants,

on the evil effects of alcohol and opium, on the need of cleanliness

in the home and the village; it has published guides for various

handicrafts, and manuals for the cultivation of fruits, the feeding of

cattle, the improvement of agricultural methods; it has issued an

excellent History of Java and a standard work on the Javanese stage.

Travel by rail in Java involves no other hardships than the unes-

capable ones of heat and dust. An American Pullman car in summer
does not keep one any cooler or cleaner, and the comfort on a train
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in Java is just as great as on the Twentieth Century. Javanese wai-
ters in white uniforms supply you with iced drinks and come round
every quarter of an hour to wipe the seats with a big duster, the
guards approach you with a deference and courtesy as if they felt

honored by your traveling under their auspices, the trains are
equally punctilious in running exactly on time, and even the longest
journey never seems tedious, as the scenery that passes by is a
continuous pageantry, which makes you immune to dust, heat,

thirst, and drowsiness. Autoists will find the roads in excellent

repair and the remotest corners of the island accessible by motor
car. Theirs is, indeed, the ideal mode of traveling in Java. With a
native chauffeur at the wheel, who can act as guide and interpreter,

and with plenty of time to tarry and explore, one is sure of seeing

the most and the best of this garden island of the East.

The writer of this booklet does not wish it to be regarded as a

guidebook. He is not dropping crumbs of his experience along the

road whereby other travelers may find the route that he followed.

Java is not a wilderness like the forest through which Hop-o'-my-
Thumb had to find his way. The ancient jungle has been trans-

formed into a garden, and only high up in the mountains, where
the nights are too cold to make it safe for agriculture, does one find

the remains of the virgin forest, the dark, mysterious haunt of the

leopard and the tiger. No traveler need consider himself bound to

proceed along a beaten track. All tracks are safe to travel by, and
while one goes along information concerning the route ahead may
be picked up among the residents, who know the country better

than the best guidebook. And those who have not time enough to

wander in this leisurely and most delightful fashion, can obtain all

directions that they need at the Official Tourist Bureau in Welte-

vreden. There they will be told what sights to see in Batavia, such

as the Aquarium with its gorgeous specimens of the Indian Ocean's

fauna, the Museum of the Batavia Society (Bataviaasch Genoot-

schap), with its priceless collection of native arts and crafts from all

parts of the Malay Archipelago, the Botanical Garden at Buiten-

Zorg, a paradise for botanists, who will find there an almost complete

epitome of tropical flora, and various other places of interest that

one may visit or pass by according to one's mood or inclination.
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My itinerary took me from Batavia to Bandoeng, the capital of

the Preanger Regencies and, if the residents of Bandoong get their

wish, the future capital of the Dutch East Indies. For upstart Ban-

doong is a rival of Batavia, and its boosters are loud in their praises

of the many advantages that make it preferable to Batavia as a go-

vernment centre. The Hollanders, these Bandoong boosters say,

must settle in Java and form a native race of whites, ifrom which the

Government can draw its servants and private enterprise its person-

nel. For the time will come when the native workers will demand
higher wages, and both the Government and private business will

have to retrench their expenses in order to pay the higher cost of

labor. The Government as it is organized at present is a costly af-

fair. It gets only twenty years' service from its employees, and has

to pay them high pensions for the rest of their lives. By adding ten

years to their term of office a great saving would be effected, but

this would be possible only if the central seat of Government were

removed to Bandoong, where the cool climate, 2300 feet above sea

level, makes life for Europeans bearable. The continuous humidity

and heat of Batavia have an enervating effect upon white people,

upon the women especially, who, free from the necessity to work,

indulge more easily their native indolence and are, consequently,

sooner affected by the relaxing influence of the climate. Bandoong,
say its boosters, will be the saving of Holland's foothold in Java.

There people can work on until they are sixty, and there also con-

ditions are favorable for the permanent settling of Europeans. In the

hot harbor towns along the coast, experience has shown that the

third generation of settled whites becomes sterile. The future must
prove whether the milder climate of Bandoong has that same effect

or not. If it has not, its superiority to Batavia will have been demon-
strated. It ought to be tried in any case, for Batavia has proved

itself unfit for permanent colonization by the Dutch.

The promoters and developers of Bandoong drew another argu-

ment in its favor from strategic considerations. Batavia, situated as

it is in the north-west corner of the island, and exposed to an attack

from the sea, was not the place where the defence system of Java

should be concentrated. This point carried much weight during the

World War, when the neutrality of the Dutch Indies was liable to

violation by one or the other of the belligerents. So in 1916 the War
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Department with its krge staff of officers and civil officials was
removed to Bandoong, soon to be followed by the entire Depart-
ment of Public Utilities. The transfer, however, entailed an enor-
mous expenditure, and when, after the war, a wave of economy
swept Dutch officialdom in all its ranks, a sudden halt was ordered
to the exodus from Batavia to Bandoong. Hence Bandoong, laid out
on ambitious plans befitting the reception of the entire Colonial

Government, has the air of a great city without being one. And its

high-strung hopes of future grandeur are not likely ever to be ful-

filled. The boosters have noticed symptoms that promise little good
to Bandoong. They acquired for their city the first Institute of

Technology to be erected in the Dutch Indies— and Bandoongmay
well be proud of its beautiful buildings in a style reminiscent of

Minangkabau architecture — but the first Law School, opened a

few years later, was not established at Bandoong, but at Weltevreden.
And when in 1935 the five Residencies of West Java were merged
into one large province under a Governor, the latter's official home
was fixed at Batavia. Hence disillusioned Bandoong bears Batavia a

grudge, and its boosters make no secret of their feelings.

The plateau of Bandoong is the bottom of a prehistoric lake. It

is enclosed on the north and south by high volcanic ranges, whose
fertile slopes are covered with rice fields and, higher up, with tea

and cinchona plantations. On the Malabar, an extinct volcano of the

southern range, is a radio station of such high power that it has

direct connection with Holland, at Lembang in the mountain range

north of Bandoong, is an observatory that ranks third among the

observatories of the world. The Hollanders in Java are very proud
of both and consider it their patriotic duty to take you there, so as

to convince you of Dutch energy and enterprise. But the traveler

who has come so far to see the Orient had better save his time for

sights that are more typically Javanese. Such a sight is the cultiva-

tion of cinchona, the evergreen tree from whose bark quinine is

extracted. The Dutch Colonial Government has entered this field

of agriculture and owns one of the largest cinchona estates of the

Preanger Regencies, not far from Pengalengan, south of Bandoong.

One-tenth of the Java yield comes from Government plantations.

Quinine is one of the great blessings of man in the tropics. With-

out it colonization would be impossible, as it is the only effective
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weapon against the malaria scourge. Grave charges were made, early

in 1926, against Holland's alleged monopoly of quinine production.

The League of Nations Health Committee, on the strength of

expert study of the subject, gave it as its findings that the world's

annual production of cinchona bark is now about 10.600 tons; that

nine-tenths of this amount is the product of Java, British India

yielding 850, South America 200, Africa no more than 50 tons; that

the Quinine Bureau of Amsterdam fixes the world's market price

through a convention of growers and manufacturers; that the pro-

duction is artificially restricted so as to keep up prices; and that in

this way a return of about 36 per cent, on the capital invested is

secured.

The League's cinchona bark will, doubtless, prove worse than its

bite. It reminds one of the charge brought by American consumers
of rubber against those selfish British monopolists. If the English

hold some sort of rubber monopoly, they owe it to their foresight

and to their willingness to take great risks in days when the growing
of rubber was still an unremunerative venture. If the Hollanders in

Java are practically the sole producers of quinine, they owe this

distinction to their prevision and to their agricultural skill aided

by science. The cinchona tree is not indigenous in Java. Its home
is South America, and if at the present time the Dutch East Indies

produce 9540 as against 200 tons that the Peruvian bark's own
homeland yields, the world has more reason to blame South Ame-
rican sloth for neglecting its cultivation, than to blame the Dutch,
who, by their industry have increased the world's supply fifty-fold.

The percentage of quinine that can be extracted from Java bark

is about seven per cent., whereas British Indian bark yields at the

most only 5 per cent., and Peruvian bark from 2.5 to 4.5 per cent.

These figures seem to aggravate the case against the Dutch. If their

bark is so much better, they have less justification in restricting its

production. But this superior quality of Java cinchona is again the

result of their own labor and not due to the accidents of soil and
climate. All the trees in Java are descended from seeds that were
obtained in 1865 from Mr. Charles Ledger, an Englishman of the

Argentine. By scientific selection the bark of this Cinchona Ledge-
riana has been made to yield double the amount of quinine extracted
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from South American bark. And yet these Dutch producers are

accused of restricting production!

The profits obtained are justified by the output of expert labor

and of scientific research that have improved the quality of the Java
bark. Reduction of those profits would result in reduction of the

cinchona crop, for as soon as its cultivation ceases to be more re-

munerative than that of tea, Java planters will do what Indian and
Ceylon cinchona planters did in the past: convert their estates into

tea estates. The total sum the world spends in buying quinine to

combat malaria is at present between one and two million pounds
sterling per annum. That is a paltry sum if compared with the

outlay that governments are prepared to make each year for arma-
ments. If they were willing to devote onetenth of the expenditure

now wasted on means for fighting each other to the purchase and
free distribution of quinine among malaria-ridden areas, this would
be a better and a happier world.

The Preanger Regencies are also the principal tea-producing area

of Java. The tea plant is hardy and can be grown on different soils,

at varying altitudes, and under all kinds of climatic conditions. It

thrives best, however, in Java at a height of 6000 ft. above sea level.

Java tea is mostly grown from Assam hybrids and from pure Assam
seeds, which have been found to give a better yield than the Chinese

variety that was exclusively grown more than half a century ago.

The great Malabar and Tanara estates near Pengalengan form the

largest tea-producing area under the direct supervision of one ma-
nager in the world, and have an output representing about one-half

of one per cent, of the world's total supply. They cover 3000 acres,

of which 3000 are cultivated, and each year the output approxi-

mates to 2.500.000 lbs. of tea of different grades and varieties. The
capital invested in the cultivation of tea in Java amounts to more
than I 60.000.000, 76 per cent, of which is Dutch, and 24 per cent,

belongs to other nationalities, including 17 per cent. British.

The most delicate part of the work in the plantations is the pluck-

ing of the tea leaves, as this has to be done by hand. The pluckers

are all women. It is an aesthetic pleasure to watch the deftness and

skill with which their fingers manipulate the plants. Every shrub
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is plucked once in ten days, and it is only the youngest leaves that

are picked, three on a stalk, of which the top one must still be folded.

The lower leaves on the young shoots are too old and hard to manu-
facture into tea. The gathered leaves are taken to the shed and spread

out thinly to wither for some twenty-four hours. The next process

is called rolling. The leaves are passed repeatedly through a rapidly

rotating cylinder in which they are crushed so that the cells are

broken and the fragrant juices liberated. Then follows what is

known as fermentation, but which is really an oxydation of the leaves.

Their color turns from green to yellow, and then to a bronze brown.

After a second rolling, for about ten minutes, the leaves are spread

out on sieves in a rotating drying machine, after which the tea is

sorted by mechanical sifters into various grades and qualities. The
London market demands a tea as fine as dust, the Amsterdam mar-

ket prefers the coarser quality. My cup of tea at the Preanger Hotel

in Bandoong tasted better than ever that evening. I suppose that I

flattered myself with the belief that, after this study of the tea-

making process, I could savor its fragrance as a connoisseur.

The cultivation of tea and cinchona is the white man's enterprise.

Javanese are employed by him in the fields and the factory, but

they have no ambition to grow them at their own risk. Native

agriculture is mainly the growing of rice and of those products that

lend themselves to second crops after the rice has been harvested.

The Javanese rice grower is more than a mere farmer, he is also a

landscape architect. For the rice is chiefly grown on irrigated fields

which are laid out in terraces along the mountain slopes, each field

a mirror to the sky framed by a narrow dike of mud. Dutch hydraulic

engineers are in charge of the irrigation system, but the natives

themselves look after their dikes and keep their terraced gardens in

good repair. An American farmer would be amazed and exasperated

by the amount of manual labor involved, and by the many cere-

monies that accompany and retard each single process. When the

seed-bed is prepared, flowers are laid down at the four corners,

and a slametan, or sacrificial meal, is served before the bed is diked

in. Other formalities must precede the sowing: the seed must be

sprinkled with salt to give it strength and another slametan must be

given, at which the seed is placed between two burning lamps,

representing the sun and the moon, whereupon the sowers, newly
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bathed and dressed in clean clothes, scatter the seed upon the bed
while invoking the blessings of the gods, especially of Devi Shri who
is the Goddess of the rice. The interval between the sowing and the
transfer of the bibits or seedlings varies from forty to sixty days; that

depends on the sort of rice, the altitude of the field, and the quality

of the soil. During that interval the sawahs, or irrigated ricefields,

are prepared for the planting. It is only the women that may touch
the bibits when they are put into the ground. Those who give their

services gratuitously have a claim to a share in the harvest, the

amount of which is stipulated in advance.

These are customs and methods that have come down through
the ages and are held to be sacred so that their neglect would disap-

point the farmer of his hope. And while the crop is on the field its

growth is watched and surrounded by cares and attentions such as

one gives to human beings. For the rice, according to native belief, is

not a mere plant that needs only a soil to root in and the boons of

sunshine and rain to make it grow. It needs man's prayers and offer-

ings and blessings, because the soul substance by which it lives and
thrives is no less precious than that of human beings. All that one

has to do or to avoid doing lest one should harm the soulsubstance

of a fellow creature, must be done or be abstained from in caring

for the rice. Its semangat, as they call it, can be strengthened and
weakened, it is susceptible to fright, it may be scared away and lured

back again by incantations, or, should these fail of their effect, the

plant must die. How does the Javanese strengthen the semangatf

He lays the wood or the leaves of prolific fruit trees among the rice,

believing that his crop will absorb the semangat of those trees and

inherit their abundance. Or he feeds the semangat by touching the

ears with strengthening food. He looks upon his ripening crop as a

prolific family of animate beings whose safety depends on the safety

of their guardian mother. Among the Atjehnese of Sumatra and the

Dayaks of Borneo the owner of a herd of buffaloes will appoint one

of these, conspicuous either by his size of his color, as head of the

drove. This animal is the keeper of their united soixl substance, by
which they are held together and kept in good health. If one should

kill the leader, the others would run away or die. In the same way
the owner of a ripening sawah will select one, or a couple of, stalks

where the crop is high and vigorous and make these the „mother
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of the rice". In Atjeh and among the Minangkabau Malayans the

"mother" is appointed at the planting, but in Java she is chosen
when harvest time is near. As long as the "mother" thrives, the

farmer need not worry, for she guards the joint semangat of the field.

Hence all his care and attention is devoted to her. He covers her

with leaves or cotton to prevent her semangat from escaping, he
adds strength to it by spitting on the „mother" or by sprinkling

her with flour of rice and water, he addresses her with kindly words,

tells her what he expects from his crop, and announces to her the

day set for the beginning of the harvest. When she is cut and carried

home the deepest silence must be maintained, lest her soul sub-

stance should take fright and escape at the eleventh hour. In Middle

Java, however, where the original idea of the „mother" of the rice

has passed into that of a bridal couple, the harvest is taken home
with noise and merriment such as accompany a wedding proces-

sion.

The sight-seeing traveler who passes by miles and miles of ter-

raced gardens of the rice has no suspicion of the amount of labor

and love that is spent on their cultivation. But he cannot remain

indifferent to the beauty of the landscape. Along the road from
Bandoong to Garo t, and, better still, from the esplanade of Hotel

Ngamplang above Garoot, one gets a glorious vista of these water-

girded mountain sides by which the rice, from terrace to terrace,

climbs out of the valley to the top. I do not know of any agriculture

that is more beautiful to the eye, and more poetical to the initiated.

The residencies of Soorakarta and Djocjakarta in Middle Java are

known as the ''Principalities". They differ from the rest of Java

in that they are theoretically under the direct rule of four native

Princes, through whom the Dutch Government at Batavia exercises

an indirect authority. The Javanese in the Principalities are subjects

of these princes, but all aliens, be they natives from other parts of

Java, or foreign Orientals and Europeans, are under the direct con-

trol of the Government. In other words, two forms of administra-

tion, one native, the other Dutch, exist side by side. The two are

unified in the authority of the Resident, the Dutch official who
represents the Government in the Principality. The Resident's task

is a delicate one. He is the actual ruler, but he must rule with so
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much self-effacing tact that the princes, in the eyes of their subjects,

retain all the power and prestige that are their inherited prerogatives.

In each principality there is a major and a minor dynasty. The
ruling house in Soorakarta is that of the Soosoohoonan, who rules

over one-half of the residency, the other half being the principality

of Mangkoonegaran; in Djocjakarta the Sultan of Djocja is a greater

potentate than the prince of Pakooalaman.

During my stay in Djocja I was invited, one evening, to the Sul-

tan's court to attend a wayang orang, a dramatic performance by
professional actors. The plot was an episode from the Sanskrit epic

Ramayana, which the Sultan himself had dramaitized for his players.

Two rivals for the love of a princess fighting each other, a rakshasa

or devil and a pandita or teacher of the monkeys falling out, and
two warriors fighting a dancing duel formed the main incidents of

the pantomime. The Javanese art of the stage is far removed from
realism. Every gesture is a conventionalized act, whose rhythm finds

its audible corollary in the music of the gamelang, the native or-

chestra. In front of the gamelang, and facing the Sultan, sat the

reader who recited each incident, before it was acted, from a large

book wrapped in an orange cloth. When the play was over, this book
was carried away with great ceremony under the protection of a

gorgeous sunshade, because it contained the sacred name of the

sultan.

Between the white-washed walls that enclose the spacious palace

grounds feudalism has maintained itself through the ages. Victorian

furniture, a few French engravings, and four winged angels of white

marble looked strangely out of place in these surroundings. They
were the symptoms of a surface intrusion of westernism, which

touches the walls of the palatial porch but does not penetrate to the

life behind them. In the cities along the coast the Javanese workers

are learning to assert their rights by trade unionism and occasional

walk-outs, but within the palace walls at Djocja and Solo the native

rulers are looked up to as demi-gods, whom one approaches with the

humble devotion that is due to their sanctity.

One of the leaders of Javanese trade-unionism said to me one

day that the antiquated feudalism in Solo and Djocja was artificially
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maintained by the Hollanders for their own selfish ends. By leaving

to these princes a semblance of their old power, the Dutch Govern-

ment finds it easy to rule, using the awe they inspire in their sub-

jects as a means to enforce its own will. There is, doubtless, some
truth in the charge, but it is not the whole truth. If modernism were

to gain groimd at the rapid speed that these leaders would set, chaos

would soon be the result. Brakes are needed to check a headlong

rush to disaster, and the conservatism that goes with inherited

authority supplies such a brake. Political expediency, however, is

not the only motive for maintaining these princes. Their courts are

the repositories of an ancient civilization which is doomed to perish

in the developing organization of native life on principles adapted to

modern needs and ideas. Its beauty can be saved from extinction

only by preserving the atmosphere in which alone it can survive.

That beauty is most strikingly manifested in the art of dancing as

it is practised by the Bedayas and Sarimpis at the Soosoohocnan's

court. These dances go together with music and song, but the music

is less an accompaniment than a pretext or a summons to the dance,

and the words of the song have no relation to the action of the dan-

cers. They are the setting to the dance, even as the rustling of the

wind in the trees and the babble of the brooks are the scenery for

a wood nymph's airy measure.

The Bedayas, always nine in number, are chosen for their beauty

and grace from among the lower classes and trained for the dance

as a profession, the Sarimpi, who form a quartette, are princesses

of the SiosoDho:nan's house and practise the dance as the perfec-

tion of their bringing up. The Bedayas begin their studies as little

children. Every day they practise the prescribed movements so as

to acquire the utmost suppleness and grace, and three times a week,

from eleven till two, the dance is rehearsed before the throne by
five groups of nine, the most accomplished nearest to the prince,

the tender novices in the rear. The time not devoted to practice and

rehearsal is not their own. For they must study the legends and the

folklore of their land, commit Javanese poems to memory, learn to

recite the history of Java, and to interpret the music of the gamelang.

Their learning and their employment at the court secures them a

place of distinction in the eyes of the common people. Their office

has descended from that of the temple dancers of Hindu days, and
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the reverence that the latter commanded is part of the Bedayas' in-

heritance. A human ruler, it is true, has replaced the God to whom
the dance was dedicated in the olden days, but the dance, neverthe-
less, has retained the character of a religious ceremony. The Bedaya
dance which is said to be the oldest of aU is held in such sanctity

that the song which goes with it may never be hummed or sung in

the ordinary course of life nor its words transcribed unless the
copyist burns incense above the sacred page. Prayer, worship, ado-
ration, passion become translated into the rhythmic language of

pliant body, arms, and hands. Their sacred character has preserved
these dances intact through the ages, the loorahs or teachers of
successive generations having passed on the art with punctilious

observance of traditional usage and etiquette. Hence it is possible

to recognize movements of present-day dances of Solo in the sculp-

tured reliefs of the Boroobodoor, a Buddhist monument of more than

a thousand years ago.

The Boroboodoor is best visited by motor car from Djocja. Evening
stillness and a full moon are the ideal setting in which to see this

imposing structure. It is not a temple, for there is no interior space

within this pile of stone that one can enter. It is a solid mass built

on and round the top of a hill in the shape of a stupa, a stupa being

a dome-shaped receptacle for a relic of Buddha or of a Buddhist

saint. It consisted originally of nine terraces, six square ones sur-

mounted by three of a circular shape; the original base is now co-

vered under sand and stone, so that the foot of the monument as it

appears to the visitor is the third terrace of the original structure.

Each side of this visible base is 530 ft. in length. The square terraces

are surrounded by galleries whose walls tell the story of the Buddha
legend in 1460 exquisitely sculptured reliefs, 160 of which form
part of the invisible base. The believer, entering the monument on

the east side, had first his attention fixed on the scenes of human
misery, from which he would proceed on the path to salvation. For

rising, in spiral course, from terrace to terrace, he would read in the

sculptured stone the story of the Master's former lives, of his last

incarnation, and of his abode in heaven, to be concluded by the

legends concerning the Saviour of the future. And at every corner

that he turned he saw 432 times the Buddha enthroned in a niche,

absorbed in thought and meditation. On entering the seventh ter-
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race, the lowest of the three circular ones, he passed from instruc-

tion and prophecy to contemplation. Here no sermons in stone to

prepare him for the better life. The better life is reached, and in

that sphere the only reality is the Master's omnipresence. He sits

there in multiple shape, each statue enshrined in a bell-shaped stupa

of openwork stone; there are 73 of these stupas, 32, 24, and 16 on

each of the successive terraces. And in the centre of the highest

terrace rises the gigantic stupa that crowns the entire edifice, once

the receptacle of the unfinished Buddha statue which is now to be

seen at the foot of the monument.

The archaeologists, on the strength of inscriptions over several

reliefs of the covered base, believe the Boroobodoor to be a work of

the ninth century, an assumption which is borne out by the simi-

larity in style with other monuments of which the date is known.

Hindus from the Asiatic mainland must have invaded the island as

early as the fourth century. A Hindu-Javanese civilization developed

under their rule, principally iii Middle and East Java, of which the

Boroboodoor and many other monuments remain to tell the story.

The most imposing of these are, with one exception. Buddhistic

shrines. The exception is the magnificent temple group of Pram-
banan, also in the neighborhood of Djocja, which is dedicated to

the worship of Shiva. It seems that Buddhism had a temporary

vogue but that Shivaism was the religion of the first invaders and

that it soon regained the upper hand. The two creeds were not ini-

mical, but lived peacefully side by side, as they still do in the isle

of Bah, where the Brahman will tell you that Buddha is Shiwa's

younger brother.

Hindu rule in Java came to an end in the early sixteenth cen-

tury. Islam, brought in by Indian Moslems, rapidly gained ground,

first in East Java, whence it made its way westward. Hinduism was

doomed and its monuments became neglected remains of an unre-

membered past, overgrown by jungle vegetation like the enchanted

castle of the sleeping beauty. Dutch science has roused the beauty

of ancient Java from its sleep and made it reveal its forgotten story.

And when Javanese nationalists today dream and talk of a great

future for their island, they invoke it in the name of that great past

which the Hollanders have taught them to know and revere.
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Another very ancient form of Javanese art is the Wayang Poorwa,
a shadow-play of fantastically shaped puppets cut out of buffalo
leather and richly decked with gold and colors. I attended a per-
formance at the court of the Mangkoonegoro at Solo, who is a
great patron of this manner of drama. The show began at sunset
and lasted all through the night. There are but few Hollanders who
grasp the full meaning and purport of these entertainments, and
those few are the scholars that have made a special study of the
wayang and its history. Their conclusions are that the Javanese had
their wayang before the Hindu invasion, that it developed indepen-
dently of the puppet-shows of China and Siam, and that, if the
Siamese shadow-play shows any relationship to the wayang, it is

Siam that borrowed it either from the Javanese or the Malayans of
Malacca. It had, no doubt, its origin, as all dramatic art, in ancient

Javanese religion. It was, at the start, a form of ancestral spirit

worship. The phantastic shapes of the puppets, with their grotes-

quely outlined profiles and their absurdly long and angular arms,
are conventionalized designs of primitive conceptions of spirits.

The dead were invoked by the production of their likenesses when
the living needed their help or their advice. The priest or the sha-

man whose office it was thus to conjure up spirits, survives in the

dalang, the official performer of the modern wayang play. A trace

of his former sacerdotal function is seen in the offering that must
precede the show. The gift that is presented to the spirits of the

dead is laid in a bowl over which is wafted the smoke of burning
incense. The dalang sits in front of a white screen lit up by a bur-

ning oil lamp. He throws the shadows of the puppets upon this

screen, holding each up by a thin wooden handle on which it is

fastened, and moving their angular arms by means of thin sticks

affixed to the hands. He speaks the parts of his dumb actors, and
intersects the dialogue at times by the recitation of descriptive and
lyrical passages. Now and then he beats a signal with a small ham-
mer of wood or horn, to give directions to the musicians at his back.

The male audience watches the show on the side of the screen where

the dalang sits, so that they see the puppets in all their gaudy colors,

the women and children sit on the other side and see only the sha-

dows moving. The repertoire of the wayang is derived from a variety

of sources, an important one being the Sanskrit epics Ramayana and

Mahahharata. The story that I saw performed was that of a queen
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who wanted to make her husband reveal to her the art of under-
standing the talk of birds, whereupon the king takes an oath that he
would rather throw himself and her into the flames than make her

a partner of his knowledge. There were tragic and humorous motifs

in this episode, and the latter elicited great merriment from the

women and children behind the screen. Seated between my host,

the Mangkoonegoro, and a Javanese physician, Dr. Radjiman, who
both spoke excellent Dutch, I had the full benefit of their intimate

knowledge of this dramatic art. They supplied a running comment
to the action of the puppets and tried to express the feelings that

were stirred in the Javanese audience by the rhythm of the dalang's

recitation, the music of the gamelan, and the song of the women in

the orchestra.

A few hours' journey by rail takes one from Solo to Soorabaya

but in that short span of time one passes from the Middle Ages to

the twentieth century. Soorabaya is the most modern among the

cities of Java, thanks to the wealth of its hinterland. Many are the

products that are shipped from its quays, but among these sugar

takes preeminence, so that Soorabaja may well be called the great

sugar port of the Dutch East Indies. Sugar cane is grown all over

East and Middle Java, but the greatest number of estates, and

among these some of the largest, are situated south of Soorabaja.

The cultivation of sugar is by far the most important industry of

Java. The capital invested in it amounts to $ 300.000.000, all owned
by Dutch interests and a number of Java Chinese. The harvest of

1934 was reaped from fields that covered a total area of 422.037
acres. This figure, however, does not indicate the full extent of the

sugar's claim to the soil. The triennial rotation system necessitates

the leasing of a three times larger area than is actually planted for

one year's harvest. Since the cane, in the first four months of its

growth, needs even more water than does rice, the sawahs are the

proper soil for the sugar crop. But these fields must be leased from

the Javanese, for the Dutch Government has made it an axiom of

its agrarian legislation that the arable soil is the inalienable property

of the native people, so that no foreigner, be he European, or Arab,

or Chinese, can obtain property rights to any land for agricultural

purposes. The Dutch sugar planter must rent the land that he needs

from the native owners, and the Government has made provision
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against their leasing away more land than they can spare by the

ruling that never more than one third of the sawahs in any desa, or

rural commune, may be used for the cultivation of the canej the

Government officials, before whom the leases must be passed,

strictly see to it that no contract caUs for more than the legal one
third. These leases are either for one occupation or for seven, in

other words, for a term of three or of twenty-one years. The native

owner plants rice on his sawah and reaps it at the end of the sixth

month. Then the sugar planter takes temporary possession of the

land for a period of eighteen months, and during the third year the

owner again works the field, planting second crops such as corn,

sweet potatoes, and peanuts, before resuming the cultivation of the

rice. If the contract calls for more than one occupation, the Govern-

ment fixes a minimum rent, the amount of which is based on the

average return which the native owner receives from his rice crop.

But no minimum is fixed for three-year leases. The owner is usually

among the laborers who tend the sugar for the Dutch lessee. Tens

of thousands of Javanese are thus employed during eighteen months

every three years. The syndicate of sugar planters is, therefore, in-

terested in the trend of the native movement in Java, as the spread

of communistic agitation would upset the entire industry. It has

organized a Dactyloscopic Bureau, where, at the time of my visit,

50.000 fingerprints had been recorded, an excellent device for kee-

ping track of all the coolies employed on the 183 sugar estates of

Java. These estates have formed an Employers Union, which takes

precautions against strikes and represents their united interests when

a walk-out takes place. When the coolies on an estate push certain

demands under threat of a strike, the estate management leaves the

decision whether to yield or to face the storm to the secretariat

of the Employers Union, and the damages incurred by the estate

in question are pooled so as to minimize the loss. There is good

reason for these precautions against political and social upheavals,

as a collapse of the sugar industry would entail the collapse of the

entire economic system of Java. In 1923 about 143.000 natives found

employment in it, who received in wages a total of $ 34.400.000,

representing 45 per cent, of the cost of production of the sugar. In

that same year the industry paid $ 16.800.000 into the Treasury,

while the producers benefited to the extent of $ 30.500.000.
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The united estates have also established an experiment station

for the sugar industry at Pasoorooan, south of Soorabaya. Here all

the data concerning the cultivation and manufacture of the product
are collected and scientifically studied with a view to improving
production. The station has an agricultural, a chemical, and an engi-

neering department, each equipped with a staff of experts in their

special fields. Its personnel at the time of my visit numbered 45
Europeans, 5 Chinese, and 130 natives. Extension of the cultivated

area and improvement of the cane by careful selection and scien-

tific methods have more than trebled the annual yield in the course

of the last thirty years, it having risen from 8.400.000 piculs in

1894 to 30400.000 piculs in 1924. The bulk of this crop goes to

British India, Japan, and China, who together bought more than

one-half of the 1924 harvest. England received one-eighth of it,

she being the biggest consumer of Java sugar in Europe.

One cannot return from Pasocrocan to Soororbaja without having

visited Tosari, be it only to escape for a while from the heat along

the coast into the cool air of the volcanic Tengger Mountains. Here
at an altitude of 6000 feet, the climate ceases to be oppressive, and
the scenic beauty of Java changes from loveliness to austere grandeur.

Standing at the edge of the Bromo crater and looking into its tumul-
tuous depth one wonders at the undying optimism of man, who
builds his home and tills the soil above the hidden fire that may
destroy him. There are about 125 volcanic centres in Java, of which
thirteen, the Bromo being one of these, are active. Their activity,

indeed, is but trifling, but where the cones remain imbroken serious

eruption is always a possibility. It may not happen in a thousand
years, and man's optimism is apt to ask, why should it happen in

his lifetime? And meanwhile he reaps the benefit of that fertility

which is inherent in the layers of volcanic matter deposited upon
the mountain slopes and in the plains by eruptions of the unrecorded

past.
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Celebes, the Moluccas, and Bali

SOORABAYAisthe harbor where one embarks for a cruise round
Celebes and through the Moluccas. The passenger steamers of
the K. P. M., the Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappif, are

equipped with all the comforts that make sea travel a pleasure, and
after a long journey by land in a tropical climate the wanderer will

find the ship a floating health resort. I crossed from Soorabaya to

Macassar, South Celebes, on the SS. Rumphius. The Company
has called its steamers after men who have played an important

part in the history of Dutch rule in the East Indies, and Rumphius
is not among the least of these, for during his long residence on the

island of Amboina, from 1653 till his death in 1702, he became the

pioneer of scientific research in the colonies, especially in the fields

of tropical botany and fauna. His Amboinese Herbarium and Cabinet

of Amboinese Curiosities are standard works which, more than two
centuries after publication, retain their value to the scientist. One
must admire the courage and perseverance of those men of action

who, in the early days, established isolated trading posts among
hostile peoples, thus laying the foundations of Holland's modern
island realm, but greater was the energy and perseverance of this

scholar who, cut off from personal contact with the learned world, in

sole reliance on his acumen and gift of observation, became the

founder of tropical physiology. No reverses could daunt him, though

he was not spared the worst: at the age of forty-two he was struck

with total blindness, five years later he lost his wife and two children

in an earthquake, and in 1687 a fire destroyed his house and the

greater part of his library and manuscripts. He did not despair,

but set to work to retrieve the loss with the assistance of his son and

a number of clerks whom the Dutch East India Company supplied
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from its personnel. Though the Company was a commercial body
and big profits the sole aim in view, it did appreciate the value of

Rumphius' work and contributed its share to its completion. I could

not help recalling the story of this hero's life while traveling in com-
fort and pleasant company on the ship that bore his name. Life in

the tropics had no comforts in his time, hardships were his daily

experience and isolation was his lot for fifty years. And I asked

myself what to admire more: the work accomplished in spite of such
odds or the faith that sustained him.

Macassar has spread its name through the world thanks to the

vogue, in Victorian days, of the anti-macassar. It was probably a

usurped notoriety, for there is reason to doubt whether the much
advertised Macassar oil, an unguent for the hair against whose greasy

stain the anti-macassar had to protect the chair's upholstery, con-

tained any ingredients that came from Celebes. The makers, Row-
land & Son, made a hit with the name and a fortune with the un-
guent. An Essay on ... . the Human Hair, with Remarks on the

Virtues of the Macassar Oil appeared in 1809 from the hand of

Alexander Rowland Jun., and that the virtues were recognized by
the public is not only to be inferred from the long popularity of the

anti-macassar, but is definitely stated by Lord Byron in Don Juan
(I, xvii):

In virtues nothing earthly could surpass her.

Save thine incomparable oil. Macassar.

If the Rowlands were honest in the use of the name, it must have

been coconut oil that they used for their tmguent. The disappearance

of their hair oil from the market has not impaired the cultivation

of the palm. Copra is a more important article of export at the pre-

sent day than coconut oil was a century ago. Its rancid butter odour
is for ever associated in my memory with my mental picture of the

quay at Macassar. It was a busy quay, with a dozen ocean steamers

alongside loading and discharging cargo, for Macassar is the port

where the steamers of the K. P. M. transfer the products from the

Moluccas and New Guinea onto the ships of the "Nederland"
Royal Mail Line, the "Rotterdam Lloyd", and the "Netherland
Ocean SS. Co.", for further shipment to Etu-ope and America.
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The Macassars and the closely related tribe of the Booginese in-

habit the southern part of Celebes. They are a seafaring race, espe-

cially the Booginese, and traffic in their picturesque praus all over
the archipelago. They do not seem to be much attached to their

native soil and often settle among strangers. Their love of wandering
and adventure makes them unfit for the dull routine of domestic
service, so that the Dutch families at Macassar employ immigrants
from Java, as a rule. The Booginese and Macassars are said to be
liars and thieves, but those who give them that character know pro-

bably little more about them than what they were told at their first

arrival, which was a warning not to employ them as domestics.

Those who know them better than by hearsay tell a different story.

I remember as a young boy listening to the reminiscences ofDr. B. F.

Matthes, who had been a missionary among them for a great many
years, and he always spoke of them with the utmost affection. There
are missionaries good and bad, and the bad ones, I am afraid, can

do more harm than the others can do good. But the good that is

done by these is of inestimable value. Dr. Matthes was one of them.

He realized that a missionary's primary mission is not to teach but

to learn, not to mould the minds of his primitive wards in the image

of his own, but to train his mind to enter into theirs. You cannot

teach a primitive people to think differently until you have learnt

to understand their primitive thought. The study of that thought

and of the speech that expressed it was the work of a lifetime. He
wrote a grammar and a dictionary of both the Booginese and the

Macassar tongues, translated the Bible into these languages, and

wrote a great many articles descriptive of the character and the ideas

of these people that serve as guides into the maze of primitive reaso-

ning. His success as a converter to the Christian faith has not been

lasting. The Macassars and Booginese are nearly aU Moslims. But

his scholarship and sympathetic understanding of the native have

accomplished something precious that cannot be undone by Islam:

they have opened up the way into the spirit of these people and

interpreted them to the Government officials who are appointed

as their rulers. Authority must be based on understanding, and as

the builder of that foundation Dr. Matthes has fulfilled his mission

to the lasting benefit of both the rulers and the ruled.

Other missionaries of this outstanding type have done similar
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work among the natives of Middle Celebes. Dr. N. Adriani and
Dr. A. Kruijt are the great pioneers of this region. Adriani, accom-
panied by his wife, endured all possible hardships on the travels

that they made through the little known country of the Toradjas.

They lived for months in the primitive house of a native teacher,

on their wanderings from tribe to tribe they spent the nights in

the open under a makeshift roof put up with their own hands, they
walked barefooted along the steep, slippery trails of the Toradjas,.

and where they struck a village, they made it their abode and col-

lected whatever linguistic material they could gather from their con-

versations with the people. In collaboration with Dr. Kruijt he thus

studied about forty different tongues of Middle Celebes, and record-

ed a vast amount of oral literature. The hour of story-telling was
in the evening. Then Adriani sat down by the side of the narrator,

with a rice winnow upside down on his knees for a desk. He did

not always strike the right season for this kind of entertainment.

For the reciting of legends and fairy lore is a rite that needs its

proper occasion. Among one Toradja tribe he found that stories

might be told only during harvest time, among another riddles were
only in season when a- death had occurred; but in spite of these

obstacles that etiquette and custom laid in his way, he succeeded

in enriching the literature of ethnology with a wealth of new mate-
rial. The differences between these languages are so great that a

Government official at Donggala, on the west coast of Middle Ce-
lebes, told me they could be named after the negative particle, as

each had a different word for that. Disparity of speech seems to

have bred hostility among them in the past, for they used to build

their villages on the hilltops, where they were safest from attacks.

Internecine war in former days may in part account for the sparse

population of the Toradja region. But since the Dutch have assumed
control, the natives have learnt to observe peace and order and to

live less unsanitarily than they did in the days of unchecked freedom.

The most developed part of Celebes is the Minahassa, in the

north-east corner of the island. There Christianity has made head-

way and become the general religion of the people. I left the ship

at Amoorang to motor through this region. The influence of the

missionaries is everywhere apparent. They have taught the Mina-
hassa people to take a pride in their houses, to keep their gardens
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neat and to cultivate flowers, roses, cannas, bougainvilles. There
were schools galore, Protestant mission schools. Catholic mission
schools, and non-sectarian Government schools. How much would
these people understand of the difference between Roman and Pro-
testant Christianity? When the friars entered the field in the track

of the Protestant missionaries, the natives of one of these villages

sent a delegation to the Governor at Menado to ask him whom they
should follow, the gown priest or the trousers priest. A ticklish

question to answer for a neutral government official.

The blessing of education is for the Minahassa a curse in disguise.

The better educated do not find sufficient employment at home and
emigrate to Java and other parts of the archipelago to earn a liveli-

hood as subordinate officials, as soldiers in the army, as teachers, as

bookkeepers on sugar and rubber estates. Thus the most enter-

prising elements become lost to the country, leaving it to the less

energetic stay-at-homes. But even among these a knowledge of the

three R's is general, and since they are Christian fellow-believers

of the Dutch a sence of equality is bred in them which makes for

a more self-confident bearing than one meets with in the Javanese.

Those who have risen to affluence and distinction in their commu-
nity don European clothes in token of their social prominence. I

brought a photo with me of a tomb surmounted by a stone silk hat,

by which posterity may know that the man underneath was some
personage in his lifetime. In pre-Christian days the Minahassans

used to bury their dead in large urns of sandstone in which the

corpse was placed in squatting position. A cemetery of this unusual

kind may be seen halfway between Ayermadidi and Tondano. For

a man who wants to keep his hat on in the life hereafter it would

seem more appropriate to be buried in the attitude of his heathen

ancestors than to be laid out in Christian fashion. This concern of

one's headgear after death may be a survival in modified form of an

ancient pagan custom. For when a chieftain was inurned, they let

his long hair hang outside, peeping from underneath the roof-shaped

lid. A slave kept watch at the tomb and had to comb the dead man's

coiffure. That slave was as dead as his dead master, for no one spoke

to him or would have anjrthing to do with him. He fed on what he

could take and existed for no other purpose than to guard and comb

the corpse. When one visits the burial place near Ayermadidi with
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this knowledge of a bygone funeral rite, one does not regret the pas-

sing of paganism. If we have to choose between a living-dead hair

trimmer and a stone top hat, the latter seems the better memento
mori.

At Menado, the principal harbor of North Celebes, one boards

a steamer of the K. P. M. for a cruise through the Moluccas or

Spice Islands. Here are the oldest settlements of the Dutch in the

East Indies, for in those early days nutmeg and mace and pepper

and clove were the products that yielded the biggest profits to the

Dutch East India Company. Its first Governor General established

his residence on the little island of Ternate, at the foot of a mighty

volcano, which during the last four centuries has had fifty eruptions.

However, the fort in which he lived is still intact and inhabited by
a small garrison, and the town which sprawls between the mountain
foot and the bay swarms with a heterogeneous population happily

oblivious of their precarious existence. Some of the houses have a

stone gate through which one enters the front garden from the street.

These are the homes of the nobility, I was told, who, under the late

Sultan's rule, were obliged to erect this mark of their high birth.

That little potentate was dethroned in 1914 by the Dutch Govern-
ment for being the instigator of a murderous attack, by hired assas-

sins, upon a Government official. His little palace was turned into

a museum, where one gets an idea of the incongruous mode of life

that the little island despot must have lived among his retinue of

absurdly accoutred soldiers and dancers, a life that may be best

described as tinsel squalor.

In Ternate I boarded the SS. "Van Noort" to continue my cruise

through the Moluccas. This ship came from Humboldt's Bay, New
Guinea, and was bound for Macassar. She carried a picturesque

crowd of steerage passengers who, in colorful groups, camped be-

tween decks among the live cargo of cows, and casuaries, and cocka-

toos which entertained them day and night with a cacophonous

concert of lowing and shrieking and cackling noises. Above the cows,

on a floor of loose planks that seemed to rest upon the cattle's backs,

were the narrow quarters of Chinese traders, who had just room
enough to spread their mats. These men have made the ship their

permanent home, traveling backward and forward between Macas-
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sar and Humboldt's Bay, six round trips a year, and doing business
with the natives in every port they touch. The quarters they occupy
on top of the cattle are those of the ship's coolies, but these are glad

to rent them to the Chinese for the trifle of $ a-oo for the round trip,

and they themselves sleep on deck. It was a pleasure to watch these

coolies at their work. They go to it as if it were play, and romp like

happy boys while carrying their loads, hustling each other in fun
and exploding with laughter when one is carried off his feet. They
are mostly recruited from among the Badyos, a tribe of Bedouins
of the sea. They have no settled home, but live in their sopees or

praus a happy-go-lucky gipsy life, and like the gipsies, retain, in

spite of their scattered existence, their tribal identity and their own
Badyo tongue.

Labooha, on the island of Batjan, was the next harbor that we
touched. Not far from the village, in a wilderness of alang-alang,

lies an old abandoned fort. It was built by the Portuguese in the

sixteenth century, and taken over by the Dutch when they took

possession of the island in 1609, the year in which Hudson disco-

vered Manhattan. It is impossible for us, even with the help of early

pictures and engravings, to imagine Manhattan as a wilderness with,

at its edge, a straggling settlement under the protection of a fort.

We may visualize the scene but we cannot sense the awful solitude

of those first settlers. In Batjan I found what might be called an

Oriental counterpart of Peter Minuit's Manhattan, left intact in its

original state. There was the fort with its moat, and the village close

by, where a few Hollanders lived among the natives. The sea voyage

from Holland to this remote corner of the archipelago takes about

as long today as, in the seventeenth century, the crossing by sail

from Amsterdam to the Hudson, and the arrival of a ship in the bay

of Lab'oha is as great an event as it was to the burghers of New
Amsterdam under Minuit's rule. The courage and endurance of the

men and women who founded New York was no greater than those

of many Hollanders now living in solitude and isolation in remote

parts of Holland's tropical island realm.

Ambon or Amboina, on the island of that name, is a more prospe-

rous settlement than Labooha. New York may have looked like that

shortly after the English occupation. The old fort is still occupied
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by a garrison, and the Dutch Reformed Church, a large eighteenth

century structure, is on Sundays the social rende^-vous of the

townspeople, just as Stuyvesant's subjects came to the church in the

fort to be edified, to see and to be seen. The Christian natives form

the larger part of the congregation, the men appearing in black

trousers and coats that look very much like old-fashioned tuxedos,

the women in long and wideflowing robes of dark material. The
islanders are divided into orang betas, or citizens, and orang negri or

villagers. The former are descended from early employees of the

Dutch East India Company, who, in return for services done to

the Company, were exempted from statute labor and taxation, their

only duty being to serve in the civic guard. To belong to the orang

betas is a claim to distinction in Amboina, and those who are so

fortunate and have, besides, embraced Christianity will proclaim

their dignity by donning clothes that make them look like Europeans

in the making. They are a lazy lot, I was told, and to corroborate

this charge my informant cited the case of a former housemaid of

his wife, who left them to take a clerk's job in an office at one-sixth

of the wage they had paid her. The girl's defection, it seemed to

me, was not so much proof of her indolence as of her social ambition.

If you supply the natives with education you cannot blame them for

seeking employment in which they can turn their new knowledge to

better account. The desire to advance into the white-collar class is

not peculiar to American labor. Wherever education is fighting igno-

rance it breeds aspirants to social betterment, and since the Amboi-
nese are of superior intelligence to most of the Indonesian peoples,

the shift from manual labor to clerical work is of more common
occurrence here than elsewhere. The Amboinese make good offi-

cials, and are found in many places in the lower ranks of the admi-

nistration and as plantation overseers all over the archipelago. Social

ambition is no crime except in the eyes of the employer who, finding

the supply of menial labor diminishing, anticipates the collapse of

the economic system.

I had to return to Macassar to take ship there for Bali, the most

beautiful of the lesser Soonda islands, east of Java. Bali is a name to

conjure with in the Indies. "You've been to Bah?", said a Dutch
planter to me on the steamer that took us back to Europe "You
lucky devil! And here am I, leaving Sumatra after twenty years of
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toil, and I never had a glimpse of Bali". He spoke of his having mis-

sed the sight of it as if he had toiled for twenty years in vain. To
visit Bali before retiring is the ambition of every Hollander in the

Indies. My friend on the steamer had a family of four little children

with him. "I couldn't drag those along, you know", he explained,

with a look at the encumbrance that seemed an odd mixture of

affection and regret, I had to agree with him there. For Bali is not

a land of comfortable hotels where mothers find space and attendance

enough not to feel embarrassed on account of the large family they

bring with them. There are not any hotels at all, and I hope that

the day will never dawn that sees the opening of a Balinese Commo-
dore. For that day would be the end of Bali's primitive charm. Those
who seek the island must seek it for its own enchanting beauty, not

for the pleasures of commodious hotel life to which the exotic sce-

nery supplies an attractive background.

They must be satisfied with simple accommodation in the Go-
vernment pasangrahans. These are hostelries for the reception of

Dutch officials and native regents who are on a circuit through the

district under their rule. There is a front porch and a back porch

connected by an oblong room which the Dutch call Binnengalerij,

or inner porch. On either side of this inner porch are the guest rooms.

The man in charge is a native, the man-
door, who welcomes you with ceremo-

nious politeness. He may only admit you

after the controleur of the District has sent

him word that the rooms are not required

by the Government. It is, therefore, always

necessary to notify the controleur of your

coming and obtain his consent for the use

of the pasangrahan. There is no need to

call on this official in person. The K. P. M.
has a representative at Booleleng, the har-

bor where one lands, who knows how to

arrange one's trip through the island. He
will reserve accommodation for you by

telephone, he will order your automobile — for there are neither

trains nor trolley cars in Bali — he will draw up an itinerary, and

accompany your party, if you wish, as a guide and interpreter.
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Bali might be fittingly described as affording a picture of Java as

it must have looked like in pre-Islamic days, five centuries and more
ago. The Balinese are descendants of Javanese settlers, who in two

mass migrations, one in the ninth, the other in the early sixteenth

century, escaped from the political turmoils of their native land and

peopled the island across the strait. They brought their Hindu cul-

ture with them, and whereas Java lost hers when she became islami-

zed, Bali was never invaded by Islam, so that Brahmanism is still

the ruling religion of the Balinese, and Shiwa their highest god.

There are Mohammedans among them, but they are outcasts in the

literal sense, casteless waifs in a society that is built up on the caste

system. A man without a caste is a man without a country in Bali.

He exists, but does not belong to his habitat, he lives, but loose

from all attachments that make life worth living.

The caste system was imported by the Hindus and superimposed

upon a native society which was democratic in spirit. That spirit is

still alive and able to assert itself in many ways. The laws that have

emanated from above, from the Hindu princes and the sacred books

of Brahmanism, measure the punishment by the offender's social

status. The higher the caste, the greater the clemency of the law.

But in the communal organizations which are of the people's own
making — spontaneous growths of their inborn sense of equity —
no privileged caste is recognized. The inhabitants of a desa, or vil-

lage commune, are bound together by strong ties, and the rights and

duties of the community are enshrined in written laws. In the older

villages membership in these desa societies is limited to heads of

families whose ancestors were founders of the desa, and one of the

advantages attached to this membership is the title to arable land.

But caste has nothing to do with their privileged position, which

resembles that of the landed gentry in mediaeval England. And in

the villages of later date every head of a family is entitled to mem-
bership, and few and trifling advantages are attached to it. Besides

these village societies the Balinese have soobak societies, formed by
the owners of rice fields that are watered by the same irrigation

system. Equality of rights and duties in both these types of organi-

zations is stretched to such an extent that no caste has any privilege

over another. As a member of a sakaha desa or a sakaha soobak a.

Brahman is the equal of a Sudra, and a poonggawa or district head
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has, as such, no greater authority than the lowest born villager.

These sakahas are democratic bodies of spontaneous growth, which
the Dutch government is careful to leave intact and to utilize.

It would be incorrect to say that the Balinese are conscious of the

caste system's alien origin. It is bound up with their religious be-

liefs, and for them to assert that it had not existed from the beginning

of time would be tantamount to blasphemy. But unconsciously the

communal spirit, which is an inheritance of their pre-Hindu past,

has softened the rigidity of the system and divested it of many traits

that make it repulsive to westerners. The sudra, of the lowest caste,

is in the eyes of the true-born Hindu an impure being, but the

Balinese do not regard him in that light. Impure are only those who
have contaminated themselves by an impure act, and that stain may
attach to the members of any caste, the only difference being that

the impure condition is sooner cleansed in the case of a high-born

man. Impurity caused by the touching of a corpse lasts five days

for a priest, ten for a Brahman, fifteen for a kshatriya, twenty for a

wesya, and twenty-five for a sudra, five days of unclean penance

marking the difference between one caste and the next.

The time-honored relation between caste and profession is not

honored any more by the Balinese if it ever existed among them.

The padandas, or priests, it is true, all come from the Brahman

caste, but otherwise the accident of birth does not decide a man's

vocation. All castes take a share in the cultivation of the rice, which

is the great national industry of Bali and, as in Java, an intrinsic

part of their religious life.

Woman has more to do than to say in this caste-regulated com-

munity. She is not treated, however, as an inferior being useful only

as a breeder and a worker. Women of the Brahman caste may be-

come priests, and the wife of a padanda must be initiated into his

learning. Knowledge is not considered a superfluous attainment for

women; on the contrary, the Balinese are fond of education, and a

large majority of the people, including the women, have mastered

the three R's. But it goes without saying that their duties are more

numerous and their rights are fewer than those of the men. A man

may take a wife from a lower caste, but a woman may not marry
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below hers. In the days before the Dutch Government assumed
control, death was the penalty for the woman who was guilty of

communion with a man of a lower caste. The enormity of the crime

is no less in the eyes of the present generation, but exile to Noosa
Penida, a little island south of Bali, has replaced the severer sen-

tence of former days.

Women are eligible to membership in a soobak, but only as sonless

widows, and only for a limited period after their husband's death,

six months in some communities, a full year in others. If the widow
has not married again within that period and transferred her mem-
bership to her new husband, she must adopt some one as son who
can take her place on the soobak, as otherwise she loses her right to

the property. Here again Dutch authority has mitigated the wo-
man's lot, for in the olden days the widow without sons became the

slave of the ruling prince and her land became part of the ruler's

domain. The traveler does not get the impression that the Balinese

women are in need of his pity. They are too beautiful to be objects

of compassion. They are taller than their Javanese sisters, their com-
plexion is lighter, their carriage more graceful and elastic. Accus-

tomed to balancing all that they carry upon their heads, they have

acquired a rhythmically swinging gait which lends beauty to the

figure however plain the face. The body is left bare above the waist

and when files of them step along the side of the road, returning

from the pasar in the late afternoon, they look like a moving gallery

of bronze statues come to life by Pygmalion's miracle.

The villages in Bali are laid out on the American plan, the roads

intersecting at right angles, and the premises of a householder's

homestead forming a square block surrounded by walls of mud or

brick. Each desa or commune is divided into sections called ban-

dyars. Each bandyar has its own temple and the bandyars that

together constitute a desa have their joint desa temple, the poora

desa so-called. On the outskirts of the village stands the poora dalem

consecrated to Kali Doorga, the goddess of death, and each soobak

has its own shrine devoted to Devi Shri, the goddess of the rice.

Within the walls that enclose each homestead there are shrines for

the deities of the hearth and the family, there are temples on the

summits of mountains, there are temples on the beach sacred to
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the god of the sea. In short, Bali is an island of temples, where the

gods still walk the earth and sanctify life by their presence. Religion

to these people is not a Sunday-morning function which has no re-

lation to the life and the work of the rest of the week. Living to

them is a continued worship of the gods, for nothing that is done can

succeed without their favor and support.

The highest god is Shiva, and Brahma and Vishnu are regarded

as divine powers of his deity, rather than as individual gods. Buddha
takes his place beside Shiva, as a younger brother of his. At impor-
tant religious feasts four Shiva priests officiate and only one Buddha
priest. A numerous pantheon surrounds these central deities: Indra,

God of heaven, Sarasvati, the goddess of science and the arts, Shri,

the goddess of the rice, Gama, who has sway over the nether world,

Ganesha, with the elephant's trunk, who is the god of wisdom and
the patron of writers, Rama, the incarnation of Vishnu, and Shiwa's

wife in her twofold function of beneficent Parvati or of Kali Doorga,

goddess of death.

The people have built homes for these gods within the walls of

the temple premises, pagoda-like towers called meroos, which indi-

cate by the number of their roofs, an odd number always, the rank

that the god holds in the Balinese pantheon. Shiva's meroos have

eleven, Brahma and Vishnu are honored by nine, and so down the

hierarchy to the lowest deities, whose meroos are surmounted by
only three toompangs. In the centre of the uppermost toompang is a

vertical hollow beam of sacred sandal wood, which contains either

a little box of pripihs, metal plates bearing symbolic tokens, or a

case with nine jewels. Under the lowest toompang is the abode of the

deity. Here he is presented with offerings, miniature imitations in

gold of all sorts of eatables, flowers of tinfoil, cushions, costly cloths,

woven fabrics, and such like. Thus the people are always conscious

of the divine presence, and constantly engaged in propitiating the

gods with their proffers and their prayers.

Each individual's life requires the performance of religious cere-

monies at the milestones that mark his progress along the way: rites

are due at the birth, at the dropping of the umbilical cord, on the

twelfth day after birth, on the forty-second, when the child is three
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months old, on its first anniversary, at the naming, at the piercing

of the lobes of the ears, at the filing of the teeth, at the first men-
struation, at the wedding, at the beginning of pregnancy, at the

death and the cremation.

To cremate their dead is for the Balinese a religious duty, and

since the ceremony is an expensive affair, they have an inducement

to thrift in the desire to insure for themselves an honorable end on

the funeral pile. In order to reduce the cost, a dead man's body is

often temporarily buried, until an opportunity occurs to have it

cremated with others who have followed him into death. If the

corpse has decayed during years of waiting, the dead one is burnt

in effigy, a human figure engraved on a lontar leaf or on a piece of

wood taking his place. Among the better classes the body is embal-

med, wrapped up in cloths, coffined, and preserved under costly

textiles upon a bali-bandoong, a simple structure best described as a

four-cornered band-stand. I saw such a temporary tomb within the

palace walls of the regent of Karangasem. The body was that of an

aunt of his, a sister of his predecessor. When the late ruler died, the

Dutch Government would not allow his son to succeed him, as it

had good reason to suspect him of disloyalty. He was banished and

a nephew of the dead regent, the present rider, I Goosti Bagoos

Dyilantik, was appointed in his stead. This man had always been a

favorite of his uncle, and was fully trusted by the Government at

Batavia. The exiled claimant, as the nearest relative to his father's

sister, must give his consent to the cremation before the ceremony

can be performed, and he naturally refuses to give it since he is

barred from being present at the feast. And so the old lady has

been lying there for I don't know how long, waiting for her nephew
to change his mind and have pity upon her wandering spirit.

The interval between death and cremation is a trying time for

both the deceased and the survivors. For the spirit remains housed

in the body and, while waiting for its release, haunts the dead one's

relatives. Hence the cremation is an occasion for rejoicing, as it

brings release from fear to the living and release from the body to

the dead.

When a day for the cremation has been fixed, the relatives build

a portable tower of bamboo and rattan, on which the corpse is to
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be carried to the pile. This tower, called wadah, varies in height
according to the prominence of the candidate for cremation. I saw
one building at Tabanan, which was especially remarkable on ac-
count of the monster which was to decorate the front of the tower
-waggon, not unlike the figure-head at the bow of a ship. It consisted

of a huge grinning mask made of rattan, to which a pair of lyre-

shaped wings were attached, whose framework was covered, like

a patchwork quilt, with gaudily colored bits of plush or wool. This
monster is called Karang Boma and is a son of Vishnu, against whom
he rebelled. Why this Hindu Lucifer should be chosen to escort the

dead to their funeral pile was a question that the tower builders at

Tabanan could not answer. They were not concerned about the why
and the wherefore, they simply followed tradition, convinced that

what had always been done must be right.

On the day set for the cremation, the corpse in its winding sheets

is carried to the wadah, and on the way thither the procession is

attacked by a crowd of relatives and friends, who want to tear off

a piece of the cloth, that they may possess something worn by the

deceased whereby his good qualities may pass on to them. This

scene, though a legitimate part of the ceremony, often develops into

a regular fight between the carriers and the holders-up. Arrived

at the tower, the corpse is placed on the top storey, whereupon the

high scaffolding is carried by a shouting crowd to the place of cre-

mation. There is no funeral pile in the strict sense of the word, only

a kind of platform made of earth and sods upon which a wooden
animal, a steer or a lion, is waiting to receive the corpse. The body
is lowered into its hollow belly, the lid that forms its back covers

it up, oil is poured over the monster, and the weird coffin is ignited.

The flames are stirred by the bystanders with long bamboo sticks,

while they screen themselves from the scorching heat behind their

payongs. When at last the wooden animal collapses and the body has

been turned to ashes, they poke among the remains for the skull and

hammer it to dust, so as to make sure that the spirit shall escape to

heaven. Not until it has gone thither can it come back to earth and

migrate into another being. The soul of an uncremated body would

join the unsubstantial host of spooks, ghosts, and spirits, which is

the fate of women who die pregnant and of those who die of leprosy

and small-pox.
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A people to attached to its religion, so assured of the efficacy of

prayers and rituals, and so conscientious in their performance, is not

easUy accessible to the teaching of another faith. Christianity has

never made headway in the island. Three missionaries have been

preaching in Bali, but had to give up their work as a hopeless task.

One convert was all that was accomplished, and this man, in a fit of

frenzy or remorse, assaulted and killed his converter. That was

about fifty years ago. At present the Dutch Government does not

allow any mission to enter this field. Both Protestants and Roman
Catholics are anxious to resume their activities among the Balinese,^

but so far the Government has remained firm in refusing to admit

them. That does not mean that the people must remain without

the blessings that the missionaries bring with the gospel. Schools,

medical aid, sanitation, are among the many boons that Dutch rule

has brought to the Balinese. The shocking and repulsive things that

early travelers described have been stamped out, and the present

policy is to preserve the good and the beautiful that make Bali a

precious relic of the past. A Dutch official whom I met at Karanga-

sem called the Balinese "a people without a future". "A futiare",

when applied to a nation means to us Westerners, I take it, exten-

sion of one's economic power. In that sense the Balinese are, no
doubt, a futureless race. For they are content to remain as they are,

and immune to the contagion of Western restlessness, which always

chases after something new. The ship on which I returned to Java

left the harbor of Booleleng about sunset. The island soon became
part of the falling darkness and lost to view where I stood on the

deck. But when the moon arose and cast a silvery sheen upon the

water, the island seemed to rise from its depth, a fairy garden afloat

upon the glittering sea. Even so the life of these people drifts along,

careless of the future because the present is too happy and serene

to make them long for change, and without regret for the past, since

the past is the present in the changeless tenor of their existence.

I had come to the end of my cruise through the Malay Archipe-

lago, and returned on the S.S. „Patria", of the "Rotterdam Lloyd",

to Europe and western civilization. The comforts and the company
on board made the voyage seem short, and when I landed at Mar-
seilles I wondered at Java's proximity to Europe. Several of my
fellow passengers hurried off to the Italian lakes and the Swiss
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Alps, to recover there from the effects of a protracted residence in

the tropics. „Why did you go to Java?" one of them asked. „Aren't

Switzerland and Italy more beautiful?" I did not deny it. But the

charm of modern travel is in the search for contrasts, in the sight

of scenes that are different from those that are familiar. Otherness

is the traveler's aim, and the stronger the contrast, the greater his

gest. Hence the present-day interest in the life of primitive races,

and the fascination of fiction such as Conrad's, that takes the reader

to their distant shores. He knew those islajids and wrote with an

artist's love of Bali's "terraced fields, of the murmuring clear rills

of sparkling water that flow down the sides of great mountains,

bringing life to the land and joy to its tillers". And he also knew
that, in spite of their otherness, „there is a bond between us and
that humanity so far away. For their land — like ours — lies under

the inscrutable eyes of the Most High. Their hearts — like ours —
must endure the load of the gifts from Heaven: the curse of facts

and the blessing of illusions; the bitterness of our wisdom and the

deceptive consolation of our folly". It is in that perceptive mood
that the traveler should visit the East Indies, keenly interested in

their otherness and yet aware of the common humanity that binds

East and West together.
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